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Letters

2002 /3 Diary
Africa Film & TV's dates for the African industry events:

Sithengi 2002
Cape Town, 11–14 November 2002 - www.sithengi.co.za
The seventh edition of the Southern African International Film & TV Market.

Southern African Film Festival
Harare, 29 November - 6 December 2002
Festival showcasing films from Southern and East Africa

FESPACO
Ouagadougou, 22 February - 1st March 2003
18th Edition of the most famous African Film Festival

Festival of African Cinema
Milan, 24- 30 March 2003 - www.festivalcinemaafricano.org
The thirheenth Edition of the Festival Cinema Africano held in Milan, Italy.

MIPTV
Cannes, 24- 28 March 2003 - www.miptv.com
International TV Programme markets, including the two day MipDoc

MediaTech Africa
Johannesburg, 10 - 12 June 2003 - www.rai.co.za
International TV Programme markets, including the two day MipDoc

Banff  Television Festival
Alberta, 8 - 13 June 2003 - www.btvf.com
Leading festival of International television programmes

Zanzibar Film Festival
Zanzibar, Tanzania, July 2003 - www.ziff.or.tz
Celebration of films from the diverse cultures of the Dhow countries.

Le Rendez Vous
France, 8 - 12 September 2003, www.tvfi.com
The ninth edition of the French TV Screenings

IBC
Amsterdam, 11- 16 September 2003 - www.ibc.org
Major international TV technology show.

Radio news provider seeks
journalists in Africa
Global Radio News (GRN) is an internet based global provider
of radio news stories, established in November 2001 and now
supplier of news reports to local and global broadcasters in-
cluding Deutsche Welle Radio and BBC stations. GRN also
sells material for Sky News Radio and CNN Radio. GRN
announced on 28 August 2002 that it wished to expand its
network of reporters and correspondents in Africa to file ma-
terial for sale to international broadcasters and independent
FM radio station worldwide. Primarily, the correspondents
need to be able to record interviews and Vox Pops as well as
speak to stations on the phone for recorded and live 2-ways.
Correspondents are also able to file reports direct to the Global
Radio News website for purchase by radio stations. CV’s and
audio samples can be presented on the website, below. Radio
stations in all territories of the world are invited to sign up to
the GRN news service.
Contact: www.globalradionews.com, email:
info@globalradionews.com

Call for papers on Cinema in
Cameroon
A call for papers is open to a book entitled Cinema and
Social Discourse in Cameroon. The suggested title indicates
cinema as a language, an ideological discourse. Its nature is
pre-determined by a sociopolitical context: that of oneness
and monocracy, which resulted into redundant themes like
inter-tribal marriage and bride price.
Contact: email: tcheuyap@ucalgary.ca

Readers comments
- I surf on Internet and find your fantastic homepage, book
marked it and will be back! Thank you for the resources.
Keep up the good work! Greetings from “Kranke-
nversicherung Hans”.
- Through your devoted efforts your site is adding to the
sum total of enlightenment in the world many thanks, email:
zendo@yahoo.kr
- I was just surfing around to see what others have done. I’d
liked what you did. Johnny, email:stymiee@hotmail.com

Get the news by email!
Africa Film & TV NewsFlash of
the moving image in Africa
Until now, Africa Film & TV’s electronic newsletter,
NewsFlash, has been a free service. Access to the Africa
Film & TV NewsFlash (“Full” version) became a sub-
scription service on the 2 September 2002. The service
contains links to the feature stories for our magazine so
you don’t need to wait for the printed Magazine, and
contact email addresses for key stories, enabling you to
follow up leads directly from NewsFlash. The annual sub-
scription charge of Euro 52 works out to about one US$
per week. To subscribe please go to www.africafilmtv.com
and click on Subscriptions. For those who can’t subscribe
we also provide a NewsFlash “Headlines only” service, at
no charge. Sign up for the free service at www.africafilmtv.com
In addition, NewsFlash Full version will be archived for
free public access on our website one week after publica-
tion. To view this go to our website and click on
NewsFlash. These changes are necessary to fund the costs
of news gathering and feature writing. We welcome your
support for this service.
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THE BusinessMovers and Shakers

KBC has a new MD
Caxton Munyuoki has been appointed Kenya Broadcasting Corpora-
tion Managing Director to replace Joseph Khamis who resigned recently
to go into politics. Munyuoki was Khamis’s deputy for the two and one
half years he was at the helm of Kenya’s national broadcaster. Muthuuri
Nyamu, a former editor at Kenya Times (the ruling Kanu party newspa-
per), is Munyuoki’s deputy. The move is viewed with suspicion by
opposition politicians. They  see in it a scheme to market Kanu  at the
expense of the opposition. General elections-at which President Daniel
arap Moi will not contest-  are expected later in the year.

Dismissal of Mactar Silla, General Director
of the RTS
The Senegalese newspaper Le Soleil, announced at the end of the month
of August the dismissal of Mactar Silla, General Director of Radio
Télévision Sénégalaise, RTS, who joined the broadcaster in February
2001, as well as the departure of the Adviser in Communication of the
President, Chérif Elvalide Sèye who was also the Chairman of the RTS’s
Board. Mr. Mactar Silla, has been replaced by Abdou Khoudoss Niang
and the new chairman for the  RTS Board is now Mamadou Diop.

ITPAN’s new executive committee members
for 2002-2004
The Annual General Meeting of the Independent Television Producers
Association of Nigeria (ITPAN) was held on Saturday, 31st of August
2002 at the ITPAN Training School in Lagos, Nigeria.
At the Annual General Meting the following officers were elected into
the Executive Committee of the Association for two years: Mr. Femi
Odugbemi, rpa - President, Chief Chika Okpala, Mon - Vice President,
Mr. Francis Onwochei - Secretary General, Mr. Olajide Abisayo - Direc-
tor of Finance, Mr. Andy Amenechi - Director of Publicity, Mr. Umar
Faruk Halilu - Assistant Secretary General, Mr. Mpaka Fyneface - Ex-
ecutive Secretary.

TVAfrica puts on a good face
In a move to create a more visual personality for the pan-African televi-
sion network, TVAfrica has appointed two continuity announcers to its
team. Having built up a wide following as a radio DJ at Khaya FM,
Zimbabwean George Munetsi Biza’s extensive experience in film, radio
and television coupled with his warm heart and sunny smile is guaran-
teed to light up an evening. Immaculately groomed and highly intelligent,
Irene Ndlovu from Kenya joins George to add a touch of glamour that
perfectly enhances TVAfrica’s all-round entertainment offering. The
continuity presenters will appear on the East and South Feed initially.

APTN announces appointment of sales
executive for APTN’s library
Associated Press Television News (APTN), the international video arm
of the Associated Press, has appointed on the 30 September, Simon
Samuels to the position of Sales Executive. In this role, Samuels will
concentrate on acquiring new business for APTN’s Library.

Angie Stephenson takes US role as Talent
Executive for BBC Worldwide and BBC
In the first week of September 2002, head of BBC Talent Angie
Stephenson was appointed Media and Talent Consultant on behalf of
BBC Worldwide and the BBC in the US.Angie¹s role will focus on
building relationships with talent on behalf of BBC Worldwide Ameri-
cas and the BBC, creating a platform to showcase talent not only in the
US, but also on a global level.  

Allan Rosenzweig resigns from MIH Limited
MIH Limited (NASDAQ : MIHL), the Subscriber Platforms Group,
announced on the 13 September that effective the end of August, Allan
Rosenzweig has resigned as a director and Mark Sorour has been ap-
pointed in his stead. Allan will continue to be available to provide advice
in terms of a consulting agreement.

OpenTV sale closed, boosts MIH
cash and assets for MultiChoice
holding company
MIH Limited (MIHL), the subscriber platforms group that
owns pay TV platform MultiChoice Africa, announced on 27
August 2002, that it had concluded the sale of its interest in
USA based OpenTV Corporation,
to Liberty Media Corporation. 
Liberty paid cash US$46.2 million
as well as 15.38 million shares of
Liberty common stock.

“This is an initial step in focussing the Group on its core
businesses and simplifying its structure”, commented Cobus
Stofberg, MIH group’s Chief Executive Officer. Pete Boylan
III, President and CEO of Liberty Broadband Interactive Tel-
evision (LBIT), a subsidiary of Liberty Media, said “OpenTV
had one of the best platforms, excel-
lent software engineers and intellec-
tual property to bring world class
ITV (interactive) solutions to net-
work operators on mutually benefi-
cial terms.” Mr. Stofberg also said
“Liberty Broadband Interactive Television will become the
leading provider of interactive technologies globally, and we
have negotiated access in our operating territories to the LBIT
interactive technologies for the long term for ... US$17 mil-
lion.”

MIHH and MIHL to become wholly
owned subsidiaries of Naspers
Naspers (JSE : NPN), MIH Holdings Limited (JSE : MIHH),
and MIH Limited (Nasdaq : MIHL), announced on the 26
September, reorganisation plans pursuant to which shares in
MIH Holdings Limited (MIHH) and MIH Limited (MIHL)
will be exchanged for shares in Naspers.

As part of the reorganisation, the holders of Class A ordi-
nary shares in MIHL and the holders of MIHH shares (other
than Naspers and its subsidiaries) will effectively swap their
shares for new shares in Naspers. Following this exchange,
MIHH and MIHL will both be delisted and will become wholly-
owned subsidiaries of Naspers. Naspers will be listed on both
the JSE and Nasdaq.

“We believe this simplified corporate structure should un-
lock value and address requests we have had from sharehold-
ers internationally”, commented Cobus Stofberg, the MIH
group’s Chief Executive Officer.

“The reorganisation will enable us to streamline our struc-
ture”, commented Koos Bekker, the Naspers group’s Chief
Executive Officer. “We recognise that institutional investors
have been waiting for this for some time. Now that the OpenTV
transaction has closed, we can implement what has been under
discussion for a while.”

Netmed PayTV in Greece follows
European trend
MIH Limited announced on the 11 September that, subject to
Greek Competition Committee and other necessary approv-
als, agreement had been reached for Fidelity Management
S.A.(Fidelity), a company ultimately owned by affiliates of
the shareholders of Alpha Digital Synthesis S.A., (ADS) to
take up a 22% interest in Netmed NV (Netmed), its Greek
payTV subsidiary.
Contact: Mark Sorour, email:msorour@media24.co.za,
http://www.mih.com
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THE Business

Ster-Kinekor on the up and up
On the 13 September at a ceremony at Johannesburg’s Cresta Cinema Complex the Ster
Kinekor movie club announced the arrival of its millionth member. Cinema attendances
have been falling in South Africa over the past few years with many in the country
spending their disposable income on cellphones and casinos and the group has come up
with the Movie Club plan which has seen their share of the market grow by between 8
and 10 % over the past 12 months, a gain which the company attributes to its year-old
customer relationship management initiative.

Ster-Kinekor’s customer relationship management marketing executive Odette van
Wyk told South Africa’s Business Day that they are not simply trying to ‘put bums on
seats’, “The traditional cinema business was based on that idea. But there has been a
paradigm shift away from such thinking, and we’re not even allowed to use that phrase.
The customer has been given a personality, and is seen as someone with needs, wants
and desires,” says Van Wyk.

 The SterKinekor Movie Club, which was relaunched just over a year ago has grown
from  260000 to by now more than a million. This astonishing growth has been achieved
on the back of what Van Wyk calls “a really good offer”. For a sign up fee of R30
(US$2.72), members get a complimentary movie ticket, half-price entrance on Tues-
days, a free ticket for every 10 purchased, invitations to special movie-related events
such as premieres and the chance to enter special competitions. They also get commu-
nications via e-mail and short message service.

 The distributor/exhibitor’s newly launched call centre gets about 70000 calls a month,
with 23% of them being converted into ticket sales. Ster-Kinekor has also formed a
strategic alliance with Health Insurer Discovery Health’s Vitality programme. About
200000 Discovery members have been signed up for the Movie Club and get movie
tickets for just R8 (US$0.72) any day, at any time. Movie tickets average between R26
(US$2.36) and R28 (US$2.54) across the country - the price of ten lottery tickets
which is poaching many potential moviegoers away with their small amount of dispos-
able income.

 ”While the national movie-going average is three times a year per person, our club
members see movies 7,5 times a year. The Vitality card holders are averaging 13 times
a year,” Van Wyk told the Financial Daily adding that, “...Our whole business now is
customer relationship management. It’s become how we do business.”      

Discovery chooses APTN for archive material
On 11 September 2002, Discovery Communications, Inc (DCI) signed a long-term deal
with Associated Press Television News (APTN), which will give DCI access to thou-
sands of hours of news and entertainment video. The agreement will see APTN become
a preferred provider of archive video to DCI for any DCI productions and co-produc-
tions. In return, DCI producers will receive substantial discounts on library footage and
services, with further incentives for using higher volumes of APTN video.

Announcing the deal, APTN’s Head of Content Development Christopher O¹Hearn
said: “This is an ambitious deal for the APTN Library as we try to meet the needs of
multi-channel producers working in a variety of territories and platforms. We are the
world¹s leading video news agency and we are very pleased to be working with globally
recognised producers like DCI”.

Associated Press Television News (APTN) is the world’s leading video news agency,
now serving over 500 broadcasters, major portals and web sites with video. With a
network of 83 bureaux covering news around the clock and throughout the world,
APTN forms a vital part of the Associated Press, the world’s oldest and largest
newsgathering organisation.
Contact: Niall Campbell, Email: ncampbell@ap.org

Sell & Buy your TV Programs online: MadeinTV.com
MadeinTV.com is the only professional global & secure platform which offers to
professionals - Producers & Broadcasters - a real management and trading tool of
audiovisual content directly online 24/7: create your profile, manage your library,
upload your full length productions directly from your computer, track viewers and
much more. MadeinTV.com allows subscribers to search and view directly from their
computers the whole of the catalogue and to access integral versions of the programs:
search by keywords, category or technical data (length, format, language, tec.), view
full length titles, jump fast forward or reverse, rate the program, contact the seller
directly. MadeinTV.com has been created for facilitating the circulation of audiovisual
content between sellers and buyers by providing the specific tools for searching and
viewing programs online.
Contact: news@madeintv.com, www.madeintv.com

New on the Air (NOTA) Report
2001-2002 season:
New programmes launches, a
reversal of fortunes
Despite the collapse of the advertising market, the
NOTA’s annual 2001/2002 report ends with a note
of optimism pointing out to a significant rise in the
numbers of new programmes making it to the sched-
ules across most countries included in the survey
(UK, Netherlands, France, Italy, Australia, USA,
Spain). The current TV recession notwithstand-
ing, the rest of 2001/2002 experienced an overall
of 35% in the amount of new programmes (and a
8% increase in volume of hours) compared with
the previous year. In all, 1117 new titles were
launched between September 2001 and end of May
2002, compared with 824 new programmes in the
previous year. The UK leads with 232 new titles
across its main terrestrial channel (with a 94% in-
crease on the previous year of 119 titles). Nether-
lands and France follow with 190 and 185 new
titles. Germany too, registered a significant increase
of 22% to 150 new titles. The lowest numbers of
new programmes were registered in the US and
Spain.

Television’s mirror on society is at a crossroads,
and this has characterised the content of the 2001/
2002 season. On one hand it reflects individual
vulnerabilities, on the other television attempts to
respond to public aspirations by offering positive
programmes that highlight noble sentiments. The
common theme running through much new output
is emotions, whether in fiction, reality TV or fac-
tual and/or light entertainment, and whether deal-
ing with contemporary human and social drama or
nostalgia of the recent past (pre September 11th
2001). Fiction still attaches more importance to
historical miniseries, valorous heroes and family
sitcoms. Accounting for over 40% of the new pro-
grammes, fiction dominates among new show
genre. Fiction still attaches more importance to
historical miseries, valorous heroes and family sit-
coms. While Band of Brothers is the most impres-
sive, half a dozen or so other miseries also chose
World War 2 in Europe, for the most part as the
backdrop to the story line. Among light entertain-
ment shows the family-oriented variety is well
out in front. A cross between a sitcom, docusoap
and a reality show, The Osbournes has undoubt-
edly been MTV’s biggest success this year. With
13% of the new programmes, games shows, real-
ity soaps and reality shows remained key catego-
ries for the season.

As far as Big Brother’s trend is concerned, new
adventure-based quality reality series such as The
Amazing Race, No Boundaries, Lost, Outback or
Busetas underperformed this season. This year’s
bigger winners ware talent quest shows: Popstars,
Pop Idol, Starmaker and their innumerable local
spin-offs.
For the full report, contact Florence
Albouy, email: falbouy@mediametrie.fr
www.eurodatatv.com, www.mediametrie.fr,
www.e-nota.com
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Broadcast News

Broadcast World Africa 2002
New technology  and the implications of digital broadcasting throughout the continent
By Andrew Worsdale

 It may be ironic, it may be a coincidence but
the Annual Broadcast World Africa 2002 con-
ference in Midrand on September 30th and
October 1st took place just after a week that
saw a huge amount of debate in South Afri-
ca’s parliament and the media about the gov-
ernment’s plans to introduce a Broadcasting
Amendment Bill. The bill, which was the sub-
ject of public hearings by Parliament’s com-
munications portfolio committee, caused a
widespread outcry because of its proposals
to give Communications Minister Ivy
Matsepe-Casaburri wide-ranging powers over
the management of the SABC and the ap-
proval of its policies. The chorus of concern
said that it was imperative for the entire broad-
casting environment that the public broad-
caster did not become simply a government
broadcaster. Although many dissenters agreed
that the lack of broadcasting services in all
languages was a cause of concern the idea of
establishing two regional television services
by government decree as opposed to a license
from ICASA was troubling.

It was against this volatile background that
40 delegates most of them invited speakers
gathered at the Conference Park in Midrand
to discuss ways forward in African Broad-
casting. Although most of the delegates were
from South Africa there were also representa-
tives from Nigeria, Kenya and Zimbabwe. Like
last year’s event much of the focus was on
new technology, especially the implications
of and for digital broadcasting throughout the
continent. But the first day tended to focus
on the questions of regulation, content, com-
munity broadcasting and how to meet the
challenges and seize the opportunities of lib-
eralisation and democratisation both in poli-
tics and as a result in the media. The first day
also focused on independence, licensing, local
content and convergence of technology issues.
The second day focused more on new tech-
nology and how to facilitate a structured,
market driven introduction of digital and sat-
ellite broadcasting into South Africa and thus
the continent. Running throughout all these
issues were the issues of ownership, control,
state interference, and naturally whether the
costs of new technology justified the barrage
of information, education and entertainment
it could deliver.

Ian Tennant, CEO of Multi-Choice sub-
Saharan Africa said, “The benefits new tech-
nology brings is the capacity to deliver infor-
mation to even the most remote and rural ar-
eas of a region via satellite. In Africa, technol-
ogy, and in particular, digital satellite broad-
casting - is connecting the continent in real
time with the rest of the world.” Linden

cal developments will undoubtedly dominate
our future regulatory approach. The fragmen-
tation of audiences and revenues caused by
the proliferation of channels in the digital en-
vironment will have profound implications
for broadcasters, for states, and for regula-
tors.” He noted that the future would demand
decisions on how to deal with cross-border
transmissions, how to motivate for public
interest contributions when spectrum scar-
city is no longer an issue and how to ensure
the viability of a public broadcaster in the
face of digitisation.

Continuing the themes of regulatory prac-
tice, Tracey Naughton of the Media Institute
of Southern Africa used examples from the
European Satellite Broadcast Standards of Co-
operation as well as Community Broadcast-
ing in the USA (which has over 150 channels
of Satellite TV including the highly progres-
sive Free-SpeechTV) to draw attention to the
compelling reasons for a regional strategy on
the issue. She believed that cross border sat-
ellite broadcasting and the increased flow of
international programmes is challenging local,
regional and national cultural identities and
that a regional strategy would amongst other
things - promote regional dialogue, the stand-
ardisation of goods and services, harmonise
policies to make the region more attractive to
investors, would develop local content, en-
able the distribution of resources throughout
the region and would result in a regional eco-
nomic development strategy to develop the
broadcasting and information industries in the
SADC. She and MISA firmly believe that
Satellite broadcasters should be regulated so
they compete fairly with terrestrial ones for
revenue and audience share as it may affect
the terrestrial broadcaster who serves a wider
audience with a broader service.

Providing concrete examples of the prob-
lems of regulation, O. Mac Emakpore of Ni-
geria’s National Broadcasting Commission
said that since 1993 when the country opened
up broadcasting to private participation the
industry has exploded. He said Nigeria’s big-
gest concern was how satellite broadcasting
diluted local social and cultural input into
broadcasting saying there’s a difficulty in get-
ting, “satellite broadcasters to respect our
Laws, Codes, Rules and Regulations and this
is the reason the sector isn’t growing as fast
as it could be. Had they any plan or interest
in local production which would inevitably
project Nigeria in her cultural context; had
they shown any respect for our regulatory
provisions to spice their programming with
20% local content; had they shown any sug-
gestion of belief that the Nigerian, indeed Af-

Petzer, a Spectrum Management and Regula-
tory Affairs Consultant noted in one of the
opening addresses, “Traditionally broadcast-
ing on the continent has been predominantly
radio based, one way and with a relatively
limited bandwidth in Africa. Convergence is
resulting because of digitalisation, a decrease
in the price of computing.” He went on to say
that the changes in technology imply that both
broadcasters and telecommunications opera-
tors will now be able to offer high-bandwidth
two-way communication services.”

Although many of the speakers especially
on the second day were involved in a semi-
PR exercise for their own organisations Dr.
Ihron Rensburg, Chairman of the National
Association of Broadcasters of South Africa
and Director of Corporate and Regulatory
Affairs at the SABC was refreshingly candid.
He noted that the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission revealed the SABC was subject
to direct government interference during the
apartheid era and that influence was not only
evident in staffing policies but also in con-
tent, in short - “the result was that the SABC
aimed at ensuring National Party control and
white privilege.” But since democratisation
the South African broadcasting sector has
witnessed huge changes including the licens-
ing of over 100 non-profit community based
radio stations, the licensing of SA’s first free-
to-air broadcaster, the setting of local content
quotas and the setting of a public mandate for
the SABC. He said, “We have a constitutional
and legal framework which guarantees the
freedom and independence of the media.” A
tad ironic perhaps after the debate in Parlia-
ment the week before.

But he admitted there were problems, not
least of which were the capacity of the regu-
lator ICASA to meet demands on a decreas-
ing budget and with the responsibility of regu-
lating both broadcasting and communications
that they only had 7 councillors in total,
whereas before the merge there were 13 in all.
In addition, he said, that ICASA has been
affected by the fluid communications envi-
ronment driven by quick-paced technological
change and the slow sometimes flawed legis-
lative attempts to keep up with these changes
for example the licensing and regulation of
satellite broadcasting. He said that the South
African system had succeeded in many ways
but noted the capacity of ICASA was lim-
ited, that they weren’t reviewing outdated
rules quickly enough, and that there was an
over-reliance on quotas without taking a ho-
listic approach that included supply-side in-
centives and government subsidies. In con-
clusion Rensburg said, “I believe technologi-
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rican, perspective was a part of humanity’s worldview...then there would be a vast
plurality of satellite operations in Nigeria.” Yet another irony to the conference emerged
in real life, that this time was pertinent to the Nigerian example, in that President Sam
Nujoma banned the flighting of The Bold and The Beautiful in Namibia citing cultural
imperialism during the week of the conference and NBC replaced the soapie with old
newsreels of SWAPO gatherings.

Many of the rest of the first day was devoted to community broadcasting with John
Barker of Freedom of Speech group Article 19 arguing amongst other things that it can be
sustained through strategic alliance with public broadcasters, sharing facilities and agree-
ments with training institutions and equipment providers. Media Activist and Producer
Shareef Cullis said in his address that Community Broadcasters have the ability to attract
advertising from business concerns that are largely local and regional in nature enabling a
dynamic, grass-rooted communications sector, for example the local butcher could place
an ad on the network as opposed to the viewer being bombarded by Coca-Cola and the
like. He said, “Community television has a pivotal role in empowering, educating, mobi-
lising and unleashing the developmental potential of historically disadvantaged
communities...the process of creating Community and regional TV channels will contrib-
ute enormously to the democratisation of South Africa. To create a participatory democ-
racy will require a willing and participating people. National public and commercial
television cannot provide the tools alone that will help us shape our democracy.”

All this talk of potential and politics changed direction the following day, which was
focused far more on the intricacies of new technology and its implications for the conti-
nent. The emphasis moved from social priorities to technical ones  - on Digital TV’s
potential, how to make interactive television profitable and how to exploit and expand the
world of satellite broadcasting and overcome the challenges the introductions of new
technology onto the continent pose. Gerhard Petrick of the South African Digital Broad-
casting Association noted that there was an economic divide and that there was a parity
between that and access to information, “Whilst it is clear,” he said, “that the introduction
of digital broadcasting (or any other access technology) will not result in instant solutions
for fundamental development concerns, these technologies and specifically the broadcast
ones are well suited for the efficient and cost-effective delivery of information and serv-
ices to many users.” He said that SADIBA recommends that South Africa adopt the
European Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial (DVB-T) standard ETS 300 744 for
Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting and that Government impose a moratorium on analogue
roll-out and announce an early and fixed switch-off date for analogue. He also urged the
State to leap frog to digital networks and rollout an instantaneous way of providing access
to multiple multimedia services of which education would be a key component. Despite
the fact that all at the conference agreed that there would have to be strategic partnerships
between industry, regulators and government, many brought up the question of affordability,
how to empower regulatory frameworks, and of course with the introduction of digital
would all analogue equipment just end up lying around, obsolete. Nevertheless all agreed
that NEPAD and its policy initiatives and implementation projects have created a strate-
gic framework and provided for closer co-operation within the SADC and other economic
sub-regions on the continent which could provide for the rapid roll-out of communica-
tions technologies. With the potential for Satellite, Cable, Terrestrial Broadcast, En-
hanced TV as well as interactive television the conference was taken through a barrage of
technology and its possibilities by representatives from Orbicom, Sentech, Multi Choice
and Graphic Image Technologies - which to this particular scribe was a bit daunting. But
the possibility of a digital broadcasting future on the African continent it seems is no longer
a possibility - it is an upcoming reality which cannot be avoided and unless players, particu-
larly governments, act quickly by the time it’s all in place there’ll be yet another high-tech thing
from the “West” or the “North” which will not steadily, that was decades ago, no; will rapidly
replace it.

After two days of intense discussions there was no doubt amongst delegates that one can’t
ignore the future, mainly because it’s the present. They complained about the narrow mindedness
of business arguing that by using digital broadcasting to access the community sector they’d
have a bigger market - yet again drawing analogies to NEPAD. They also agreed that Broad-
casting at present hasn’t succeeded in the distribution of information throughout Africa but
that digital broadcasting can provide some solutions and that Africans need to acknowledge
their potential. The real problem, apart from money, seemed to them to be that regulatory
‘regimes’ are seen as oppressive and that governments are hell-bent on controlling every
frequency spectrum and that with the digital revolution governments have to move from
control to co-ordination and management. A Zimbabwean delegate said that South Africa with
its technical infrastructure, and democratic transparency should set the example. The problem,
however, is with Government trying to amend the Broadcasting Bill in its favour it seems like
it’s three steps forward for technology and six steps back for those in power.

SABC goes digital 
The SABC has appointed a consortium to inves-
tigate and set up digital production systems, the
public broadcaster announced on the 16 October.
The SABC’s managing director of Technology,
Sharoda Rapeti, said research into digital and new
computer systems will be completed by the end
of the year. “The SABC is poised to shape the
broadcasting landscape into the 21st Century as
it prepares itself for a digital future,” Rapeti said.
“To ensure the plan to improve technology op-
erations within radio, TV, IT and new media is
performed in a synchronized manner, research
will be conducted and plans developed that are
relevant to the requirements of each of these dis-
ciplines.” The consortium would include BBC
Technology, Tata Consultancy Service,
arrivia.kom and Safika Technologies. The cost of
setting up the digital productions systems was
not divulged by Rapeti.

Reality TV comes to the Miss
SA contest
M-Net has announced that it will take a com-
pletely new approach to this year’s Miss South
Africa contest which is inspired by their success
of reality TV shows like Big Brother and Idols.
The judging and selection process will be open
to public scrutiny, and the pay channel promises
that”viewers will get to see the Miss SA hope-
fuls as never before”. “Get to know her and ex-
perience her glamorous days as well as those when
she is not expecting company,” says M-Net.
As in the Idols judging process, cameras will fol-
low every move of the three judges through the
10-day process, watching them make their selec-
tions and capturing their opinions. The show
kicked off with regional open “castings” at ven-
ues across the country on October 1, and will
culminate in a grand finale broadcast on M-Net
live from Sun City on December 8. The finale
will feature fewer finalists, 12 as opposed to 16
previously. M-Net local productions director Carl
Fischer says: “A whole new look at an all-time
classic that’s the thinking behind this year’s Miss
SA pageant.” Starting on November 10, M-Net
will air weekly one-hour shows featuring con-
testants in various settings. The broadcasts will
culminate in a two-hour spectacular.

SABC defends itself after
another crisis 
It has been reported in September, that the gov-
ernment’s corruption investigation unit the Scor-
pions had raided the SABC after reports of cor-
ruption involving commissioning procedures of
hundreds of millions of rands.  SABC 1 general
manager Romeo Khumalo and his counterpart at
SABC 2, Thandi Ramathesele, are said to be under
investigation by the elite Scorpions investigative
unit for corruption related mainly to commission-
ing procedures at the SABC. In June 2002, the cor-
poration launched an internal anti-fraud campaign
that led to a number of allegations of wrongdoing
and the Scorpions were called in by the SABC.
Source Business Day and SAPA
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TVAfrica official in Namibia and
Mozambique
Pan African Television network,
TVAfrica, signed in September an
agreement to provide programming
to two private broadcasters in Na-
mibia and Mozambique. A new company TVAfrica Namibia (Pty)
Ltd has been registered which has both TVAfrica and Namibian based
INTV, a local film and television production company, as sharehold-
ers. In Mozambique, TVAfrica holds a 20% stake in private broad-
caster STV, Mozambique’s new free-to-air commercial TV station.
Viewers in Namibia and Mozambique can now look forward to block-
buster movies such as Men in Black and Ghandi, popular American
soapies such as The Young and the Restless, live coverage of top
sports events including African Cup of Nations and first class Afri-
can content. TVAfrica Namibia now broadcasts in Windhoek 24 hours
a day, seven days a week with plans to expand to the rest of Namibia
in the next few months. STV Mozambique will deliver more than 20
hours of programming including top rated Brazilian soaps (tele no-
vellas) in Portuguese.

TVAfrica leaps into spring with Guinness
TV
TVAfrica, one of Africa’s free-to-air television networks, launched
the spring season from the 11th August with a series of Guinness TV
three-hour specials from 8 o’clock to midnight. The series is broad-
cast on Sundays in English speaking countries and on Fridays in
Francophone Africa. To keep the pace hot, Hakeem Kae Kazim,
Mark Stussi, Isalbelle Bekke, Sonja Saul and Guinness’ own action
man Michael Powers are some of the popular personalities who have
been signed up to host this programme. Guinness TV delivers rivet-
ing viewing with a blend of documentaries and features coupled with
the latest blockbuster movies.

The first slot in the three-hour schedule is devoted to a series of
hard-hitting documentaries depicting tales of success, courage and
triumphs over adversity. Viewers are treated to behind-the-scenes
looks at tennis superstars the Williams sisters, South Africa’s own
Nelson Mandela, record-breaking solo pilot Charles Lindbergh as
well as the Ascent on G2, the true story of a woman’s journey to the
top of one of the world’s highest mountain peaks.

The second slot focuses on current affairs, with documentary dra-
mas that look at people who have overcome tremendous adversity to
rise to the top. Real-life heroes featured include football superstar
Pele, Peace Prize winner Mother Teresa, World Boxing Champion
Muhammed Ali and the founder of political passive resistance, Ma-
hatma Ghandi. To finish off the segment, Guinness TV presents a
host of the latest in big screen releases guaranteed to keep the viewer
entertained. These include The Pelican Brief with Julia  Roberts and
Denzil Washington, The Bodyguard with Witney Houston etc.

DStv spreads Indian entertainment to
entire subscriber base
DStv will provide all subscribers free
access to its separate subscription
Indian Bouquet from 08:00 AM on
Friday, 27 September 2002 until 24:00
on Sunday, 29 September 2002. Dur-
ing this period, subscribers of the DStv bouquet will be able to watch
any of the Indian Bouquet channels, namely Zee TV, B4U and Sony
Entertainment Television, which cater mainly for the Indian market.
”This is an opportunity for our entire DStv subscriber base to savour
the unique world of Indian entertainment that’s exclusive to DStv,”
says Vimla Frank, Indian Bouquet Manager.
Contact: Tumelo Kumalo, email;
tkumalo@multichoice.co.za

SuperSport-like Channel to be launched in
Kenya
A sports television station will be launched in Kenya next January.
Daily Nation newspaper quoted Isaiah Kiplagat, the chairman of Ath-
letics Kenya (AK), as having said that the planned station would
operate on principles similar to those of South Africa’s SuperSport
channel. Owned by AK, the proposed station, to be based in Nairobi,
will broadcast sports news from all over Kenya with advertising prof-
its being used to boost the local sports fraternity. Kiplagat said the
station-the only one of its kind in the East African nation- had already
been licensed.

New markets for EuroNews
EuroNews, the pan-European
news channel, has renewed its
contract with The Nether-
lands’ largest cable operator
UPC (United Pan-European
Communications) and extended its contract with The Netherlands’
third cable operator Casema. As a result of these agreements,
EuroNews will become available to about 500,000 new analogue house-
holds covering all of Rotterdam and The Hague commencing Monday,
September 2nd. UPC has 2.2 million Dutch subscribers, over 1,000,000
of whom can watch EuroNews, including Amsterdam and Rotterdam.
Casema has 1.3 million subscribers in The Netherlands, over 300,000
of whom can watch EuroNews, including The Hague.

EuroNews in Yugoslavia and on Czech cable network
For the first time, EuroNews, is available in the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and on cable networks in Czech Republic. EuroNews has
concluded an agreement with the Yugoslav cable operator KDS. The
English version of EuroNews is now available to 26,000 homes in
Belgrade and Novi Sad. Already broadcast partially on the terrestrial
channel CT2, EuroNews has just concluded its first agreement with
the largest cable TV operator in Czech Republic. UPC Czech Repub-
lic includes EuroNews in German and English to the “Lifeline” pack-
age consisting of10 channels. Currently, 300,000 homes subscribe to
this package and receive EuroNews as the unique channel broadcast-
ing in English.
Contact: Lydie Bonvallet, EuroNews,
bonvallet@euronews.net, www.euronews.net

Talents d’Afrique: the new programme on
“football” of Canal+Horizons
On September 24, Canal+Horizons has launched Talents d’Afrique, a
new programme devoted to the African players playing in the Foot-
ball European clubs.  Canal+Horizons and Basile Boli have wished to
reduce the gaps, which separate these players from their best sup-
porters, the African viewers, by producing a new programme entitled
Talents d’Afrique. Talents d’Afrique (15 minutes) is broadcast every
Tuesday at 20.00 GMT on Canal+Horizons with a rebroadcast on
Saturday at 12.45 GMT.
Contact : M.Caradec, caradec.marianne@media-overseas.com

GBC get a broadcasting licence
Gabarone Broadcasting company (GBC), which has before been op-
erating as a relay station for TV Africa, has now been granted a broad-
casting licence by National Broadcasting Board (August, 2002). It has
put up terrestrial transmitters in the northern city of Francistown and
the copper nickel mining town of Selibe-Phikwe. This therefore ex-
pands GBC coverage from Gaborone to these northern towns and
surrounding areas.

In the meantime, th national television station,  Botswana TV, (BTV)
which began mainly as a news TV station has expanded its operations
to production and now has 13 in-house produced programmes .
Source:  Felicitus Mashungwa, email:
fmashungwa@btv.gov.bw
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All you need is love: New
emotainment show for SABC 1
In a hot new production cur-
rently brewing at the SABC1
studios, viewers have the chance
to make all their dreams come
true. All You Need Is Love is
here to hook them up with the
romantic partner of your choice.

 Not a game show or a dating
programme, All You Need Is
Love is the ultimate relationship
show that goes far beyond just
dating.  It’s about real people
telling real stories driven by love
and relationships, which is broadcast every Saturday
at 18H30, on SABC 1.

The series will use its 52 episodes to bring together
people from all across the country. Commented SABC1
General Manager Romeo Kumalo: “We’re excited about
All You Need Is Love as it’s the country’s first foray
into a whole new genre of television – emo tainment.
It’s about South African’s searching for love, declaring
love, wooing loved ones – Saturday nights on SABC 1
is definitely going to be the place to be.”

In the last nine years the show has been success-
fully produced in Germany, Belgium, Finland, United
Kingdom, Spain, Italy, Argentina, Sweden, Turkey and
Portugal. Italy, Germany, Spain and Turkey still have
their seasonal runs on the show and Holland still pro-
duces an annual Christmas show. South Africa, Po-
land and the USA are the most recent countries to join
in the fun of All You Need Is Love.  All You Need Is
Love is produced in South Africa by Endemol Produc-
tions S.A. and is sponsored by Cell C.

A documentary on the tourism
of Kenya on Swiss TV
A documentary film on the tourism potential of Kenya
will be broadcast on Swiss national television in De-
cember. The 90-minute film was shot at the Kenya
coast between 24-28 Sepetmbet and starred two lead-
ing Swiss actors, Hans Schenker and Ms Isabelle von
Siebenthal.

Mr Schenker and Ms Siebenthal are portrayed as
“bossy” tourists in the film that is expected to air at
prime time on the popular Rondo Mondo show. The
film is expected to boost Kenya’s image as a leading
African tourist destination for Europeans. Somak
Travel Limited and Hotelplan Group of Switzerland
coordinated the project that flew in 200 Swiss tourists
to participate in the movie that was directed by Paul
Fischer.

Besides the usual tourism serving of wildlife, tradi-
tional music, and tribesmen in their traditional attire,
this documentary carries an interview with Dr Rene
Haller of the internationally renowned Haller Park in
Bamburi, Mombasa.  While director Fisher said the
film would help promote Kenya in Switzerland and
the whole of Europe, star Schenker said part of the
show would educate Swiss tourists how to conduct
themselves during visits.
Source: www.artmatters.info,
www.nationaudio.com, www.eastandard.net

Centre 4
A new continental TV series premieres in Kenya
By Ogova Ondego
A new US$500000 television series which
reaches 20 million viewers in Anglophone
Africa began on TVAfrica channel in Octo-
ber. The production, Centre 4, is a comedy
drama series based on a local health clinic in
Uganda. The 30-minute edutainment pro-
gramme runs every Wednesday at 7.00pm
until the entire 13 episodes are over. It will
also be aired on Kenya Broadcasting Cor-
poration Television. One may say it is the
local version of the United States television
series, Nurses.

Funded by the Ford Foundation, Centre 4 is a co-production of DISH, a Ugandan
health project and MEDIAE, a Kenya-based British producer of educational and
entertainment TV and Radio programmes.

”Before the production commenced, we worked with a UK script editor and
team of writers, communicators and director to establish the initial outline of the
series and then the writers and editor worked together with some technical support
to outline each episode for the series. But it was not all-smooth sailing”,” says
producer David Campbell of Mediae.  “Mediae has experienced in other dramas the
difficulty of getting the scripts written to include local language and expression so
we used some of the future actors to role play each episode in its outline form and
then video recorded this on a low cost camera, transcribing every word. Local
writers were given dialogue for many scenes as computer text. The result is a well
acted, shot and edited 13 half hour episodes of the series in relaxed, informal
African English with an unmistakable Ugandan accent”.

Each episode revolves around the loves and lives of the staff of a local commu-
nity hospital in Jinja, Uganda.  Viewers will sample what happens when a new and
naive young female doctor, a crooked male clinical officer, a quirky always-appear-
ing-at-the-wrong-time gardener, a cleaner who loves reading and carts away clinical
records to satisfy his insatiable desire for literature, and nurses of various shades
are put together and help keep the community healthy. Campbell says the objec-
tives of the series were to show that health education “can be presented in a highly
desirable and entertaining way” besides training Ugandans “to produce this kind of
material in the future for Uganda and wider audiences.”

Consequently, Mediae brought in a top notch UK crew to Uganda. They were
lead director Andrew Gosling (a BAFTA award winner and former long time
BBC senior director working in community TV, drama, and edutainment TV) and
Mike Mundell who has immense experience in writing soap and TV series including
Neighbours and Crossroads. Each director had a Ugandan counterpart on whom to
pass skills over a span of two months prior to the production. The Ugandans were
Joanitta Bewulira-Wandera and Michael Muganga. According to Campbell, Uganda
may not be so well endowed with the audio-visual production capacity like
Kenya but the latter’s media scene is much more lively than the former’s as it is less
controlled. Unlike Kenya, too, drama and education have traditionally gone to-
gether in Uganda and, therefore, there is a natural talent for acting and writing
drama.

“We also agreed that we would buy the equipment needed at the beginning of the
shoot and hand it over to the trained team at the end of the production so that they
could go into servicing new productions,” Campbell says. Campbell nevertheless
admits “the camera operation capacity was probably the least developed by the
end of the project due to very little extra time outside of the production to allow for
practice. “

Each episode was shot in five days and as the director of the first episode edited
his programme the second director went on to shoot his five days of the next
episode. So, were the objectives of the production achieved? Campbell says they
were “The Ugandans have a production team that knows how to get a series done,
they have most of he skills and equipment in place to do it, and a new soap is on the
cards at a cheaper cost,” he says. Once again, Kenya proved that it is a film
powerhouse in the region on this production.
Source: David Campbell, email: mediae@africaonline.co.ke

Broadcast News
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South Africa: Policy developments affecting broadcasting
By Lisa Thornton Inc – a law firm for the ICT industries
In 2002, the South African Government and its organs of state have been proposing and establishing new policies, which may shake up the
broadcasting industry in South Africa and will likely have effects outside South Africa’s borders as well. This story reviews the situation as it
stood on 5 September 2002.

Sentech’s multimedia service license
The Telecommunications Amendment Act of 2001 provided that
Sentech, the state owned broadcasting signal distributor, shall be is-
sued a license to provide multimedia services by the regulator (the
Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (Icasa)). 
Although there was much public consternation about the Govern-
ment ordering the independent regulator to license a broadcasting serv-
ice, which is most likely unconstitutional, Parliament believes it solved
the problem by simply calling the service a telecommunications serv-
ice rather than a broadcasting service.

The new service is a mix between telecommunications and broad-
casting. It is the first service category that inherently recognizes the
reality of convergence, despite the fact that certain broadcasters, such
as MultiChoice DStv, are providing telecommunications in terms of
their broadcasting licenses and ISPs, for example, are similarly pro-
viding broadcasting in terms of their telecommunications (value-added
network services (Vans)) licenses.

That brings us to the next concern expressed by the public in the
hearings leading up to the promulgation of the Telecommunications
Amendment Act.  Both broadcasters, such as DStv, and telecommu-
nications service providers (in particular Vans providers, represented
by the South African Vans Association, among others) argued that to
license Sentech as a multimedia service player would take away vested
rights that existing players had in their broadcasting and Vans licenses. 
This was so because the definition of multimedia services was wide
enough to cover some of the activities that broadcasters were allowed
to do in terms of their licenses and Vans providers were allowed to do
in terms of their licenses.

Parliament tried to deal with this fear by including a provision in
the Telecommunications Amendment Act that states that the holder
of a telecommunication service license shall not be precluded from
providing services which are the same as, or similar to multimedia
services, as long as that person is licensed to provide
such services. There is, however, no similar provision
regarding broadcasting services and the newly introduced
Broadcasting Amendment Bill does not propose any
such provision either. So, arguably, if a broadcaster is
doing something that fits within the definition of multi-
media services, they are per se doing it illegally.

So, what exactly is Sentech allowed to do in terms of
its license? The Telecommunications Act defines multi-
media service as a service that integrates and synchro-
nizes various forms of media to communicate informa-
tion or content in an interactive format.  Thus, there has
to be more than one form of medium, there has to be
communication of content or information and there has
to be interactivity.  However – and here is Sentech’s
problem – no voice (telephony) can be carried over a
multimedia licensee’s network until the Minister of Com-
munications decides otherwise.

Broadcasting Amendment Bill
The Ministry of Communications recently (in Mid Au-
gust 2002) introduced in Parliament a Broadcasting
Amendment Bill. The Bill seems to do three things:  
• make changes to the categorization of broadcasting
licenses,
• provide for Government control over certain aspects
of the public broadcaster, the SABC, and
• provide for one or two new state broadcasting entities

South African broadcasting: ICASA review to relax
ownership and control rules?
On 27 September 2002 the regulator, the Independent Communications Authority
of South Africa, issued a Discussion Paper (see below for URL) that is likely to
lead to a relaxation of the restrictions on ownership and control of broadcasting
licenses. The main question asked is whether ICASA should recommend changes to
legislation relaxing the ownership and control restrictions. The discussion process
seems to have been sparked by industry murmuring following the regulator’s re-
fusal to approve certain changes in ownership of broadcasting licenses that seem-
ingly has had a negative effect on certain empowerment companies.

Thrown into the Discussion Paper are also questions on the structure of radio
broadcasting licensing, eg, whether license should be granted in local, regional and/
or national areas, whether licenses should be granted outside the four largest metro-
politan areas and whether community radio should migrate to AM. Changes in
technology which will result in the introduction of multi-channel, digital, satellite
and subscription broadcasting, are rendering obsolete much of the current legisla-
tion regarding broadcasting, including ownership and control rules.  The one major
flaw with the Discussion Paper is that it does not deal with such changes.
Despite a planned process to last several months and the formulation of detailed
questions, the end result will probably be recommendations to amend legislation to
relax restrictions on ownership and control.  Just how and how much should be the
focus of the discussion. ICASA and South African legislators should do well to
remember that similarly situated broadcasters should be treated similarly and dif-
ferently situated broadcasters should be treated differently.
http://www.icasa.org.za/Contents/?Cmd=Download&ResourceID=399

(one in the Northern region and one in the Southern region).
With regard to the first item, the Bill raises as many questions as it

answers in regard to the distinctions between subscription broadcast-
ing services and multi-channel broadcasting services.
With regard to the SABC, the public broadcaster, much has been
uttered about the inappropriateness and illegality of the proposed
amendments.  The most significant provisions are:

The removal of any statutory provision that the public broadcaster
will enjoy freedom of expression and journalistic, creative and pro-
gramming independence.

A requirement that the Board of the SABC make certain policies
(which is good and should have been done anyway under the SABC’s
corporate responsibility obligations), but that the Minister has au-
thority over approval of such policies. The policies are regarding
accurate, accountable and fair reporting, news editorial, programming,
local content, education, universal service and access and language,
and a code of conduct for personnel regarding fairness, equality and
equitable treatment of all segments of society, equality and equitable
treatment of official languages, the right to receive and impart infor-
mation, the range of audience interests, belief and perspectives and
the accuracy and impartiality of news and public interest program-
ming.

A requirement that the Minister approves business plans and budg-
ets of the public broadcaster, that the Minister values assets and
approves other transitional matters, and that the Minister exercises
control over the use of TV license revenue.

The appointment of management boards (sitting under the SABC
Board in the hierarchy of control) on nomination by the Minister and
the specification of the powers and duties of management boards by
the Minister.

The Bill also introduces one or two state (not public) broadcasters.
The Government has indicated that the new broadcaster(s) will not be
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state broadcasters. However, the language of the Bill
defies the Government’s statements by failing to pre-
scribe the criteria necessary for these broadcasters to be
public broadcasters, that is, provisions ensuring inde-
pendence, adequate funding and accountability to the
public as well as to Parliament. Although there has been
no official indication, press reports have it that many of
the controversial provisions of the Bill will not actually
become law. One commentator has indicated that the
Bill was so bad when introduced, that it was good, be-
cause there was no way that Parliament would have
passed it. However, like the Telecommunications Amend-
ment Bill before it, what was introduced raises so many
fundamental issues that should not even be issues in
South Africa in the year 2002, that the industry and the
public is deflected from entering into debate about the
issues that really need debating. Also, apparently no
one was really consulted before the Bill was introduced.
Reports are that some of those state departments that
are listed on the draft Bill as having been consulted,
were not. There certainly has been no consultation with
the public. Surely, legislation so fundamentally affect-
ing a “public” broadcaster should only be introduced
after proper consultation with the public. Also, there is
little information available to the public about the wide
reaching proposals that are being made. Consultation
and transparency, not to mention good policy, have taken
a back seat to what seems like a political motive to turn
the public broadcaster into a state broadcaster and, just
for insurance, to also create another one or two state
broadcasters.

Further, the implications are surely not only to affect
South Africa, but other Southern African countries as
well. A strong public broadcaster is good for South Af-
rica’s neighbors, not only because those neighbors some-
times rely on South Africa’s lead in creating sustainable
democratic institutions, but also because the demise of a
strong public broadcasting in the region is bad for us all.

Other proposed policies
The Digital Broadcasting Advisory Body, which was
appointed by the Minister in terms of the Broadcasting
Act, has recently released a “discussion” paper asking
questions which are intended to lead to a policy to in-
troduce new digital broadcasting technologies into South
Africa. This is despite the fact that there is nothing in
the current legislation that would prohibit the use of
digital technology by signal distributor service provid-
ers or telecommunication service providers.   Also, the
independent broadcasting regulator, Icasa, has published
a discussion paper on sports broadcasting rights, in other
words, the rights to broadcast sports events. The pur-
pose of the discussion paper is to consult with regard to
the identification of “national sporting events” and the
regulation of access to sports rights.

Further required policy
development
Finally, there are many other pressing policy issues for
South Africa that will be affecting broadcasting. We hope
also to see soon, an appropriate consolidation of the
telecommunications and broadcasting legislation (con-
vergence) creating sharp distinctions between regula-
tion of content and regulation of the media, and crucial
amendments to the Icasa Act to allow the independent
regulator to do what it is required to do to regulate the
industry effectively.

ARTICLE 19 to organise audit of
public broadcasters in West Africa
From the 16th to 18th September 2002, a conference on Public Service Broad-
casting in West Africa was held under the auspices of the ARTICLE 19 and the
Media Foundation for West Africa (MFWA) in Accra, Ghana.  Participants in-
cluded Heads of Public Service Broadcasting Organisations, Heads of Regulatory
Bodies, regional media organisations and other regional stakeholders. The meet-
ing deliberated on the need for reform of public service broadcasting in the West
Africa sub region to reflect and sustain the new democratic dispensation and to
allow popular participation in public affairs. The major challenges facing public
service broadcasting organisations were highlighted, and participants examined
and identified priority actions to be taken collectively to address them. Partici-
pants reiterated the critical role of public service broadcasting in society espe-
cially as a means of fostering national unity and cultural identity as well as
ensuring access to information to all sectors of society.

Participants agreed on the following:
 · Status and Mandate of Public Service Broadcasting
Organisations
The status and mandate of Public Service Broadcasting Organisations should be
provided by a legislation which states and defines the mandate, powers, respon-
sibilities, modalities of appointments, funding sources and accountability mecha-
nisms.

Public broadcasters should provide balanced, accurate and relevant information
and programmes to the public and should strive to reflect the peoples’voice.

 · Independence of Regulatory Bodies
The independence of regulatory bodies should be guaranteed by law and re-
spected in practice. Appointment of Members should be made by organisations
reflecting a broad spectrum of stakeholders.
The process for appointing members should be set out clearly in law. Members
should serve in their individual capacity and exercise their functions at all times
and in the public interest.
· Editorial Independence of Public Service
Broadcasting Organisations
The principle of editorial independence, whereby programming decisions are
made by broadcasters on the basis of professional criteria and the public’s right to
know, should be guaranteed by law and respected in practice. It should be up to
broadcasters, not the government, regulatory bodies nor commercial entities, to
make decisions about what to broadcast.

· Access to Public Service Broadcasting
Public Service Broadcasters have an obligation to ensure that the public receive
adequate, unbiased information, particularly, during elections.

· Programming
Public Service Broadcasting Organisations should endeavour to reflect cultural,
religious and language diversities of their communities. The use of foreign origi-
nated programs should not conflict with national values and culture and should
not discourage the production of local content.

· Financing
There is the need for continuous state-funding of Public Service Broadcasting. How-
ever, the Public Service Broadcasting organisations should explore other sources of
funding such as Special Trust Funds and effective collection of licensing fees.

· Co-operation and co-production
Co-operation and co-production of broadcast material should be encouraged among
Public Service Broadcasting organisations in the sub-region under mutually ben-
eficial and proper contractual framework. Media Foundation for West Africa and
ARTICLE 19 are encouraged to assist in conducting a comprehensive audit of
Public Service Broadcasting facilities in the sub-region. Media Foundation for
West Africa and ARTICLE 19 are further encouraged to facilitate the establish-
ment of a Union of West African Public Broadcasting Institutions. To this end,
MFWA and ARTICLE 19 should consider convening a follow-up conference to
work out the modalities. Contact: email info@article19.org.za
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KBC threatened with legal
action over election coverage
The Electoral Commission of Kenya has threatened to sue
Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC) unless the public-
funded national broadcaster gives all candidates fair and equal
coverage ahead of the General Election. Speaking at a meet-
ing in early September 2002, bringing together electoral com-
missioners, media managers and editors, ECK vice-chairman
Gabriel Mukele said the Commission was seeking a meeting
with top KBC managers over the issue. KBC is headed by
Caxton Munyoki and deputised by Muthuuri Nyamu who
are perceived to be pro-establishment. Nyamu is a former
editor with Kenya Times, the ruling party Kanu newspaper.
Both were recently appointed to the posts of managing di-
rector and deputy managing director in a move that analysts
interpreted as Kanu putting their people in place ahead of
the general election slated for later this year.
The former MD, Joseph Khamis, left to contest a parliamen-
tary seat on a Kanu ticket. Tumwa, chairman of the media
and voter education committee, said ECK was considering
suing KBC. The Commission also appealed to other media
to exercise constraint and steer clear of partisanship. KBC is
accused of favouring Uhuru, President Daniel Moi’s nomi-
nee for the presidency. Religious and political leaders have
condemned the use of public resources in President Moi’s
campaign for Kenyatta, son of the Kenya founding president
Jomo Kenyatta. The station is accused of running unedited
coverage of Kenyatta as filed by the Presidential Press Serv-
ice.

However the incident that infuriated Kenyans most was
the live coverage on KBC television and radio of a Kanu
campaign at which Kenyatta was introduced to Kenyans.
The four-hour coverage was repeated two days later at prime
time despite protest from politicians, clergy and ordinary
Kenyans. This prompted ECK to issue the threat of suing
KBC.  Although KBC was represented at the  ECK-con-
vened press conference, they did not defend their station.
The ECK Electoral Code of Conduct prohibits poll violence
and guarantees politicians equal and fair coverage by KBC.
Sources: Press conference : www.nationaudio.com

Kenyan filmmakers to demonstrate
against rampant piracy
Filmmakers in Kenya will hold public demonstrations to
protest rampant piracy in the country and the government
inaction against the vice that is stifling creativity. They be-
lieve this will force the government to enforce the copyright
law to protect their rights. Director Dommie Yambo-Odotte,
speaking during a film commission debate at the just con-
cluded Africa Cinema Week in Nairobi, said it was becoming
difficult for Kenyans to make films as they feared they would
be pirated. Participants concurred with her and called upon
musicians and theatre actors to join them on the streets.

Bernice Gachegu, senior Deputy Registrar-General ob-
served that Kenya has a comprehensive copyright law but
that it was not being enforced. Christine Agimba, a lawyer
specialising in World Intellectual Property law, said it was
crucial for Kenyans to be sensitised on copyright to curb
rampant infringement of protected works.

As if by coincidence, the Attorney General convened a
stake holder’s meeting to deliberate on the 2000 Copyright
Act which received the Presidential assent last year becom-
ing law but is yet to be implemented due to what is described
as lack of funds.

Legislation Public broadcasting

The PAVAAP model
A way forward for public service broadcasting?
By Russell Honeyman
Recent developments will affect the growth of public service broadcasting in
Africa. These have highlighted the fact that there seem to be significant differ-
ences in how public broadcasting is viewed by governments, and by advocacy
groups, which are trying to promote the development of public broadcasting.
The African Public Broadcasting Foundation (APBF) seeks to deliver public
service programming in formats acceptable to African governments.

As we went to press in October, the Broadcasting Amendment Act was due
to be debated in the South African Parliament. Meanwhile, West African broad-
casters endorsed an Article 19 initiative to develop legislation that would en-
courage public broadcasting, while in May 2002, a UNESCO funded initiative
produced the “African Charter on Broadcasting”, which outlines an ideal model.
The concept of an African Public Broadcasting Foundation (APBF) has been in
development since 1998, and intends to establish a network of satellite deliv-
ered public service programming throughout Africa. APBF has been devised
via what it calls the Pan African Audio Visual Action Partnership (PAAVAP)
model. The PAAVAP model recognises the caution of African governments,
while continuing to supply programming which will assist with the develop-
ment needs of Africa and at the same time entertain mass audiences throughout
the content. This article looks more closely at the PAVAAP model.

African broadcasting has changed radically since the 1990’s, when most African
nations were served by one, state controlled, broadcaster. In those days, the poli-
tics of liberation often meant that state control of the means of mass communica-
tion were justified, in order to achieve ends that were largely political. Functions of
entertainment and some aspects of public service were tacked on. Aspirations
toward public service were manifested by educational programming, which ranged
from science, to agricultural training programmes. Agricultural services delivered as
radio broadcasts in indigenous languages were perhaps the most developed, includ-
ing weather forecasts and advice on seed varieties that might withstand drought.
Health strategies were also promoted through national broadcast systems.

By the year 2002, some African state broadcasters have abandoned efforts to
provide public service programming, as their incomes have been dented by falling
levels of state subsidy, and increasing competition from satellite delivered and local
private television stations.

Ideal models of public broadcasting, such as that described by the African Char-
ter on Broadcasting, say that public broadcasting systems need a legal framework
that supplies the following:
1. Regulatory: a clear legal framework, implemented by politically independent
public bodies (regulatory authorities), that provides for freedom of expression and
diversity in a three tier system: public service, commercial and community.
2. Public broadcasters: all state broadcasters should be public broadcasters, that
have an independent board operating under a clearly defined mandate and defined
budgets free from interference. Such services will act in the “overall public interest”.
3. Community broadcasting. Provision for local, not-for-profit, broadcasting sys-
tems owned and operated by the local communities.
4. Right to access to telecommunications: the idea that people have the right to be
provided with access to telecommunications through internet or other electronic
means.

However, the political will of government needs to be behind such a broadcasting
system. Some governments are worried by the free flow of ideas, saying that this
allows “cultural imperialism” to influence their people. Some governments would
go further, and wish to control especially news services. They point to factionalism
in their nations, which are often composed of different and volatile ethnic mixes.
Whether or not this is a convenient argument for them, they will say that control,
especially of national radio services, is necessary to preserve political and social
stability.

For these reasons, African ideas of public broadcasting may not agree with ideas
in Western democracies. The African Public Broadcasting Foundation (APBF)
recognises these differences, but says that none-the-less, public service program-
ming must continue to be delivered to African audiences, in a close working
partnership with African broadcasters . Duncan Mbazima, former President of
SABA and now the executive director of APBF argues that, through such construc-
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tive engagement, the development needs of Africa’s myriad nations can
be met, and that APBF’s public service programming strands will lead to
an environment where effective development communications can evolve.

The APBF is associated with ABN, a pan African commercial satel-
lite-delivered service of syndicated entertainment programming, which
could provide the communications backbone for a public service pro-
gramme. The APBF has put forward the “PAAVAP” model of how to
proceed with the supply of public service broadcasting to mass audiences
in Africa. Whether or not the APBF succeeds in implementing this model
remains to be seen, but its goals are worthy of consideration.

The Pan African Audio Visual Action Partnership (PAAVAP) “will
develop the infrastructure of African broadcasting to bring the continent’s
television and radio services firmly into the 21st century and give Afri-
cans the broadcast services they deserve”, says George Twumasi, founder
and Vice-Chairman of the African Broadcast Network (ABN), and a
founding member of the African Public Broadcasting Foundation (APBF),
and the author of PAAVAP. Says Twumasi “The focus is firmly and
centrally on broadcasting. But its impact, on improving education, in-
creasing the flow of revenues into Africa and developing the confidence of
African programme makers, will influence all spheres of national cultural
life and help boost general economic activity and performance.”

PAAVAP itself is envisaged as a process that will be implemented by a
partnership with the state-owed broadcasters of Africa, many of whom
have endorsed the model. PAAVAP will be underpinned by the support
of APBF and aims to develop the infrastructure of African broadcasting
in the following main areas:
1. The development of quality public service and entertainment program-
ming: “African programmes made by Africans for Africans”.
2. The development of new broadcast channels covering specialist educa-
tional and entertainment themes.
3. Improvement of skills, through the development of better training,
with courses in all aspects of broadcasting.
4. Investment in technological installations, creating greater flexibility and
efficiency.

Many development organisations are becoming increasingly aware of
the potential of broadcast to positively influence outcomes in Africa, and
will be interested in this agenda. But PAAVAP does not see its future in
being forever funded by donors. The association with ABN is of funda-
mental importance, since ABN will generate commercial revenues from
advertising to fund the service. Groundwork needs to be done, in defining
the viewer demographics, so that international advertisers can be inter-
ested in reaching the audiences of state broadcasters. More than this,
audiences need to be developed, especially since satellite services are
competing for the wealthiest viewers. Here, ABN aims to deliver quality
prime-time entertainment viewing, by satellite, to its partner broadcast-
ers. At present, ABN offers a one hour prime-time package including
new, quality entertainment programmes such as the highly rated Ameri-
can sitcom Passions, which is broadcast by affiliates in ten African coun-
tries including Nigeria (AIT), Swaziland (STV), Malawi (TVM), Kenya
(KBC), Ghana (GBC), Tanzania (ITV) Zambia (ZNBC) Uganda
(WBSTV), and Namibia (Desert TV). ABN’s belief in the viability of
advertising driven TV networks in Africa is endorsed by the emer-
gence of another major free-to-air satellite-delivered network,
TVAfrica. In contrast with ABN, however, TVAfrica is partnered
mainly with private broadcasters. Most importantly, it has secured
the support of the International Finance Corporation, an arm of the
development-focused World Bank.

The success of APBF and ABN is seen in the fact that ABN claims
access to a television primetime audience of over 100 million people,
through its partners in 10 African countries, turning a disparate television
advertising market into a unified “buy”, and beginning to make Africa
attractive to major multinational advertisers. Says Twumasi “ABN Ltd is
driving the vital commercial component of PAAVAP Model and bringing
with it the prospect of advertising revenues”. Further commercial activi-
ties of ABN are planned, including African programme making, and tech-
nology development through the APBF. The APBF also plans to build

capacity through training, in a series of seminars for managers of its
African broadcast partners. These seminars range from aspects of com-
mercial management to programme making. The commercial and manage-
rial capacity building programme will hopefully strengthen African state
broadcasters and enable public service programming to be flighted. This
programming may originate from world development agencies, or from
partner organisations. Ultimately, the development of dedicated public
service channels might result. So far, ABN has achieved a large degree of
success in securing affilliates for its commercial programming. The suc-
cess of the APBF in implementing public service broadcasting under the
PAAVAP model, will depend on the will of governments in Africa, and the
international development community. There is a tricky tightrope for
ABN to walk, between demands for public broadcasting on the one hand,
and the caution of African governments on the other. It seems that APBF
has the will and positioning to walk this tightrope.
Contact for PAVAAP model; George Twumasi email:
george@africanbroadcast.com
Contact for ABN & APBF: Duncan Mbazima email:
dmbazima@zamtel.zm

NFVF  revolutionises SA Film Funding
The National Film & Video Foundation (NFVF), the primary body for
state funding of film in South Africa, has overhauled the funding system
that it inherited from the national Department of Arts, Culture, Science
& Technology two years ago.  Under the old system, filmmakers and
individuals had a limited amount of time to compile applications and
supporting documentation, often missing the opportunity to receive
funding because they couldn’t meet all the requirements within the
allotted time. The new system proposed by the NFVF allows for a
much more interactive relationship between applicants and the founda-
tion. Deadlines for proposals have been done away with, and people
will be able to apply throughout the year for funding, which is available
for training, development, production, marketing and distribution of
films and television programmes.  CEO, Eddie Mbalo, says, “This
way, the NFVF will be able to guide applicants through the process and
ensure that our decisions are made on the basis of full and accurate
information.”  Due to the limited resources within the industry, and also
because of the limited financial resources available for the further devel-
opment of the industry, the NFVF is encouraging companies, particu-
larly those that are black-owned, to form consortia to increase the
volume of production from historically disadvantaged South Africans.
The NFVF is also committed to improving the relationship between
the independent production sector and broadcasters, and is working to
encourage both sides to enter into creative partnerships that go beyond
the traditional commissioning arrangements. A particularly bold and
innovative approach that the NFVF will adopt in the next financial
year, is the allocation of funds to film and television projects that deal
with specific themes, which it has prioritised. The themes for the next
three years are:  Stories of Liberation, Undocumented South African
History, Adaptation of South African Literary Works, Heroes and Leg-
ends and A Slice of South African Life. According to Mbalo, the changes
to the funding system are part of a new strategy that has been in
development during the course of 2002, and that was adopted by the
NFVF council at its last meeting in September. Already, the new strat-
egy has been successful in attracting a greater allocation of resources
from parliament. The NFVF had a 50% increase in its allocation in the
2001/2002 financial year, enabling it to start the year with R18 million
(US$1.63 million)  in its coffers. In addition, the Minister of Arts,
Culture, Science and Technology announced a further R35 million
(US$3.18 million) allocation for the production of short and feature
length films over the next three years, which will also be managed by the
NFVF. In the upcoming year, R27 million (US$2.45 millions) is avail-
able for the funding of projects in the film and television sector, and the
NFVF is open to receiving proposals immediately.
Contact: Karen Son, email : karens@nfvf.co.za
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International but very South African

Stander
By Andrew Worsdale

 Stander the 15million US dollar production (over R160 million) which
continues production in Durban this week and wraps at the end of
November caused some controversy during its shoot in Gauteng over
the past month.

A motorist got caught in a traffic jam in Joburg’s city centre as a result
of the shoot and ended up driving his 4x4 onto set ‘ruining’ the filming.
“Lack of communication” between the metro police and the Gauteng
Film Office, has been blamed for the fiasco. Gauteng Film Office chief
executive officer Themba Sibeko, apologising to motorists, said there
had been a lack of communication not only between them but within the
metro police department, as the road closure coincided with the provin-
cial government’s caucus meeting.

 Despite the spat between Jo’burg citizenry and the big budget pro-
duction the film is turning Jo’burg into Hollywood and bringing much
needed revenue into the industry and supplying work for hundreds if
not thousands of people. Based on the true story of apartheid era homicide/robbery
police captain Andre Stander it promises to be a truly South African entertainment as
opposed to a politically driven drama. Stander became disillusioned with the force after
being involved in riot action in the townships and was involved in the brutal slaying of
several black protesters. He decided to defy the system he was part of, and set off on an
audacious crime spree; robbing banks during his lunch hour and returning to the scene of
the crimes to lead the investigation.

 After finally being arrested he daringly escaped from jail and formed a gang who
performed a string of bold robberies and in so doing they became popular South African
anti-heroes. On set in Houghton at the scene of a police siege the over 100 extras assembled for
the night shoot expressed their total admiration of the man. Daniel who plays a cop in the
movie says to me, “It’s a great story. He was a total individual. He was a cop done good, he
came from inside and chowed them all. It’s going to be a great movie. Today we’re blowing up
a Porsche and we’re going to be ‘killing’ the same guy we did on Sunday.”

 Unique in that it’s a South African/Canadian/UK co-production the film stars Holly-
wood actor Thomas Jane (Boogie Nights) as Stander, with Scotsman David O’Hara
(Braveheart) and Londoner Dexter Fletcher (Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels) as
members of the gang and Deborah Unger (The Game) as Bekkie Stander. One of the film’s
co-producers Julia Verdin says that at first they did think of casting South Africans in the
leads but financially it just wasn’t an option, but she says, “Out of a cast of 78 only four
are filled by international actors. What’s more on average we use up to 100 extras a day.”
Which adds up to a lot of money, in fact if you think that Mr. Bones budgeted at approx.
R22million (US$2 milllion) is one of South Africa’s most expensive features of late, this
budget is over five times that.

Verdin who previously co-produced Pavement and Consequence in Cape Town with
FilmAfrika says, “We didn’t want to just make a bang-it-up action movie. It’s a character

based thriller.” Veteran South African line pro-
ducer on the film Paul Raleigh confirms her ap-
proach; “Too many South African movies if they
get made are confined to festivals and the awards
market. Niche product. This is commercial; what
this movie is trying to do is what the Austral-
ians did with a film like Mad Max. In other
words create a distinctive thriller. It would be
too big for a South African producer or sole
financier to handle in order to tell the story,
which is broad, filled with action and stuff. But
there is a point where we as South African
moviemakers have to move beyond being a
facilitator. It’s valuable being a service provider
but we really need to create a South African
culture of film investment.”

Lead actor Thomas Jane who is about to be
catapulted to superstardom with two Holly-

The Stander Gang hit another bank!

Dexter Fletcher stars as Lee
McCall in Stander

wood studio movies The Sweetest Thing and Law-
rence Kasdan’s Stephen King flick Dreamcatcher
says he didn’t have to think particularly hard to
play a South African, the challenge was more about
Stander himself. “I’m from Maryland, how do I
play a guy in Kentucky or New York,” he says.
The actor who previously played Beat Genera-
tion’s Neal Cassidy in The Last Time I Commit-
ted Suicide and forlorn baseball star Mickey Man-
tle in the highly praised US TV movie 61 directed
by Billy Crystal says that he thinks Stander forms
a kind of triptych with these other characters, “It’s
not interesting to me that he was South African,
not even because he was a cop. More importantly
is what and why he chose to do what he did. Not
many people do much about their inner turmoil.
He had a real sense of freedom, of independence.
So I want to pay respects to the man, not to the
country or even to the people who, understand-
ably, loved him.”

 Director of Photography Jess Hall says he’s
using a ‘stylised realism’ in which to shoot the
picture, with a lot of the action sequences involv-
ing hand-held and Steadicam photography to cap-
ture the movement. In terms of lighting he’s de-
cided to shoot the night exteriors with a real sense
of the sodium vapour one gets from Johannes-
burg’s street lights, mixtures of oranges and greens.
For the exteriors he’s decided to shoot the wide
shots mainly in the early morning and late after-
noon, and doing close-ups with the help of silks in
between. But his favourite toy in terms of look
for the movie is an antique suede colour filter,
which he says is giving the movie a real 70s look.

Bronwen Hughes, the director who previously
scored a hit with Ben Affleck’s Forces of Nature,
says she was immediately struck by the story
when she read the script and although the film is a
story of a strong, macho anti-hero that she and co-
producer Julia Verdin, “Sort of just didn’t know
we were women, or that it made a difference. It’s
a great story. Within reading the first ten pages I
was hooked.” As far as the socio-political back-
drop of the story Hughes says, “We’re presuming
the audience knows the facts of history. The whole
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apartheid era angle is just part of the fabric of life around
which we are telling the story. Urban Johannesburg the town-
ships and downtown define the look of the film, unlike
most stories set in Africa or South Africa there’s not a big 5
animal in site in our movie.” Hughes remarks that as an
outsider telling a South African story she probably notices
things that a South African would not. “When we arrived
and started doing location recces, and we saw things in the
architecture that the scouts didn’t even realise were there,
the curved lines, the structures of government buildings, all
the ceramic walls.” Finally she says that she sees many
similarities between the South African film industry and the
early days of the Canadian industry, “We were either mak-
ing small films about our history that didn’t travel well, or
trying to imitate the Americans but didn’t have enough
money to do it well. But take a look at Australian movies
they’re not necessarily emphatically about the country it-
self, they just happen to be set there, their movies are actu-
ally about balls, about gusto and that’s why they’ve been so
successful and South Africa, I think, can do the same.”

Rouxnet Brown and Neil Sandilands
in Proteus.

Proteus begins filming in
South Africa
By Andrew Worsdale
 Canada’s best known Canadian
“queer’ filmmaker John Greyson
has teamed up with his South Af-
rican equivalent Jack Lewis on the
US$550, 000 gay and historical fea-
ture film Proteus which has just
begun its third week of shooting in
and around Cape Town. The film
that is a Canadian/South African
co-production is produced by
Cape Town based Big World Cin-
ema’s Steven Markovitz and
Platon Trakoshis and Toronto
based producer Anita Lee.

A court record in the Cape Ar-
chives fascinated historian, gay
activist and filmmaker Jack Lewis,
dated 18 August 1735, giving
judgement in the case of two Robben Island prisoners. Dutch sailor Rijkhaart
Jacobsz and Khoi convict Class Blank received extreme sentences for what the
court called ‘the abominable and unnatural crime of Sodomy’.

Proteus is an official South Africa/Canada co-production, with financing
from South Africa’s National Film & Video Foundation, Telefilm Canada and
several Canadian broadcasters. Based on the true 1735 story, it is a period film
that raises issues still of enormous relevance today. The producers say it will
provoke audiences into rethinking South African history. It examines cross-
cultural and racial taboos and points to the homophobia that still exists today
in the gap between our tolerant Constitution and the prejudice inherent in
human attitudes. It is also a love story, exploring the deep bond that formed
between two men in their decade-long relationship. The title plays on the
shape-shifting god of the sea in Homer’s Odyssey, and also on South Africa’s
national symbol, the Protea. Much of the story takes place in the recreated
prison garden, where the prisoners met, and where Scottish botanist Virgil
Niven was occupied in naming and cultivating South African Protea species for
the European market.

It is being filmed over 18 days on locations that include the actual places
where the story took place: the Cape Castle, Cape Point, Table Bay and
Robben Island. The film shows off the Cape of the 1700s and reveals the early
history of the island, nearly 250 years before the Rivonia treason trial. It also
introduces intriguing anachronistic elements that refer forward to Robben Is-
land’s famous time as a prison for political dissidents. The film features five
languages- English, Afrikaans, Dutch, Nama and Latin, stars Neil Sandilands,
Rouxnet Brown, Canadian actor Shaun Smyth, and Kristen Thomson and is
photographed by ‘hot’ cameraman Giulio Biccari.

Director John Greyson is an award-winning iconoclastic Toronto filmmaker
whose features include Zero Patience an AIDS musical that had a flagrant
disregard for sentimental pieties about the disease whilst undermining generic
movie conventions with glee, his other most film is Lilies set in 1592 in a
prison where a bishop on a visit to a childhood friend who is forced to face the
guilt of he and the inmates romance during their teenage years. Jack Lewis who
co-wrote the script and is co-directing is an activist and Cape Town based
filmmaker whose previous productions on Cape, Gay and South African his-
tory include The Devil Breaks My Heart, From Sando To Samantha and
Apostles of Civilised Vice. Proteus will be his feature debut.

Although since the introduction of South Africa’s new constitution and the
enshrinement of rights based on sexual orientation there have been several
documentaries about homosexuality including those by Jack Lewis this will be
the first feature film in South Africa to tackle the subject matter and Greyson
and Lewis are definitely amongst the most capable people of coming up with
a unique, touching and historically playful yet fascinating film.

Nam Films: Shouting about Africa
NAM Films, the film division of media giant New Africa In-
vestment Limited, NAM Films has come up with a revolution-
ary training and skills transfer programme set to kick start the
African filmmaking renaissance ... they call it ... Shout Africa!

Says Shout Africa Executive Committee member and NAIL
CEO, Saki Macozoma, “We are extremely enthusiastic about
Shout Africa. It is a revolutionary training programme sin-
cerely aimed at developing Africa’s filmmaking capacity by:
refining and increasing the production capacity in emerging
markets, transferring technical and creative skills, creating
jobs, expanding and stimulating new audiences, encouraging
export opportunities across the Continent, reinforcing the
dignity and self-sufficiency of African peoples by present-
ing positive cultural role models, reinforcing the freedom of
speech and encouraging the democratisation of Africa with
practical international support.”

The process will involve emerging African filmmakers
working alongside NAM Films’ experts to develop, write,
direct and produce low-budget African feature films. The
films’ distribution is 100% guaranteed through a strategic
partnership with TV Africa, one of the free to air African
network reaching 200 million people across the Continent.
In addition, the films will be distributed internationally
through Wild Coast Releasing, well known for their suc-
cessful sale of NAM Film’s first feature, Slash, to Universal
and other world-renowned studios at Cannes 2002. Giving
support and credibility to Shout Africa is the Executive
Committee headed by NAM Films’ CEO Amy J. Moore.
According to Moore, “In the past there has been no market
for African feature film product, owing in no small part to
the fact that there were no effective distribution channels
within Africa for African content and, as a consequence,
almost no local production activity. Africa therefore hasn’t
developed feature film production and distribution skills on
any significant scale. This, in turn, has a severe and negative
effect on the current generation of “storytellers” on cultural
determination and on the basic dignity of the African peo-
ples.” NAM Films is seeking capital to cover the projects’
three-year start-up period, which will cover the actual run-
ning costs, training component and the cost of actual “con-
tent” needed to make 15 individual films. They are cur-
rently in discussions with the National Advisory Commit-
tee about piloting the programme.
Contact: Amy Moore, email: info@namfilms.co.za
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Chris Fellows Sound Studios scores with
Slash
Confirming the facility’s ability to
contribute significantly to the mov-
ing picture market both locally and
abroad, Chris Fellows Sound Studios
(CFSS) played a key role in the pro-
duction of Slash, the first totally in-
dependent South African film ever
to be picked up by a major studio
during the Cannes Film Festival.

Explains CFSS facility manager,
Jeremy Saacks, “Having been com-
missioned by New Africa Media
(NAM) Films to do the sound post-
production on Slash, we convinced
director Neal Sundström and pro-
ducer Paul Raleigh that a normal
sound edit would not do justice to
their film.  We felt that a full sound
design would take it up a notch in
the teen horror genre, we were de-
lighted when given the go-ahead!”

The project was not without chal-
lenges. To the contrary, Saacks and
Mitchell found themselves control-
ling more than 180 separate audio
tracks in certain scenes; and ulti-
mately brought the entire sound track
down to a Dolby Digital 5.1 mix.

 “Without the methodology and
technology at CFSS, it would have
been “Mission Impossible”,” quips
Saacks. “Thanks to good pre-pro-
duction and fully-automated equip-
ment, we were able to ‘stay on
track’.”

Evidently pleased with the film’s performance at the festival, Raleigh
says, “The soundtrack created by CFSS contributed in a major way to
the success of Slash. It put the product into an entirely different league,
making it more than competitive with other offerings on the market.”

Debbie Thwaites, general manager CFSS is equally pleased with the
end result. “I have always maintained that CFSS is vital to the success
of the film industry in South Africa, especially from an international
perspective.

Not only is it the only facility in the country that can offer Dolby
surround sound capabilities, but the team is extremely talented and more
than competent at operating the sophisticated equipment.”Contact: Vicky
Saunders, email: vicky@channelpr.co.za

African Samson to be shot in Kenya
A film based on a legendary figure among the Luo of western
Kenya is about to be made in Kenya in an attempt to boost the
African image in history and on screen. The film script has not
only been written in Dholuo but the completed project will
also be in the same language with sub-titles in English, Kiswahili
and French. The primary audience of the film is Africa. The
project revolves around Lwanda Magere, an apparently invin-
cible Luo army general and leader. Magere led his fish-eating
Luo from one victory to another against the neighbouring pas-
toral Kipsigis. While he killed and wounded the enemy, any
spear thrown at him broke or fell uselessly around him.

Tired of perennial defeat, the Kipsigis set out to discover the
stoneman’s archille heel by pretending to be friendly and offer-
ing him a lovely Kipsigis girl who immediately became his 26th
wife. But soon she discovered the stoneman’s secret and passed
it on to her people who immediately declared war against the
Luo. They routed the Luo after spearing the stoneman’s shadow
and killing him. His body turned into a huge rock which exists
today at the border of Rift Valley and Nyanza provinces, the
stoneman’s Waterloo. Brainchild of the Nairobi-based ALWAN
Communications, the US$500,000 project will be directed by
Albert Wandago.

“You will find in almost every community in Africa an out-
standing character with extra-ordinary talents, strength and
skills,” Wandago says. “The Zulu of South Africa had Shaka
while the Luo of Kenya had Lwanda Magere - the subject of
our proposed film.”

The film, already on video after being acted out and recorded
during the centenary celebrations of Kisumu city last year, will
be shot on the original location on the Western and Rift Valley
border to keep the scenario as close as possible to the original in
history. According to oral tradition, Magere lived some time in
the Middle Ages and distinguished himself as the most coura-
geous and successful army general that ever lived. His story is
written in the history books used in Kenyan schools. Wandago
says the project is important as a film because leaders of dis-
tinction like Lwanda Magere provides inspiration to the youth
of today who are disillusioned.

“The present generation needs to know that they had exem-
plary leaders with courage and special gifts who can provide a
challenge to the present leadership,” he says.

The project is currently at the planning stage and pre-pro-
duction is expected to begin next January with the filming com-
mencing in April 2003.

Wandago plans to release the film two months later, in June,
to coincide with the annual Festival of Dhow Countries in Zan-
zibar, East Africa’s largest cultural and film event.

The West makes films in Kenya
The making of a US$100 million movie has commenced in Kenya.
The film, The Cradle of Life: Tomb Raider 2, is a sequel to
Tomb Raider in which Angelina Jolie stars. She plays the same
role of Lara Croft. Only that this time she accompanies her
Maasai lover back home in Kenya after meeting in London. The
role of the Maasai ‘warrior’ is played by Beninois Djimon
Hounsou who features in films like The Four Feathers and The
Gladiator. The film, whose shooting commenced in the begin-
ning of October, is expected to be completed in a fortnight. It is
directed by a Dutch national, Jan De Bont. Analyts say this is
the biggest project to come to Kenya since Out of Africa in
1975.
Source: www.artmatters.info, www.nationaudio.com,
www.eastandard.net

Mac (James O’Shea) and Suzie
(Zuleikha Robinson)

Anton Vorster, the Killer

The Band in the bus

ICTV Solferino is looking for producers with a
view to co-production
ICTV-Solferino, the international audiovisual distribution outlet based in
Paris and Mexico representing more than 50 French, European and South
American producers is looking for producers for its an international collec-
tion of documentaries about significant social issues (Agora). Each film
(between 50’ and 52’) should focus on a person, or a group of persons with
an unusual, interesting background or destiny. It will be ordinary people
who have been, or are, or will be confronted with events that change their
lives. The type of events they are dealing with has to be universal. Theses
films have to be contemporary.
Contact: Annette Gourdon, email: a.gourdon@ictv-solferino.com
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Sithengi 2002
By Julia Landau

The 7th edition of the Southern African International Film and Television Market,
(Sithengi) will take place this year from 11th to 14th of November at the Artscape
complex in Cape Town. Sithengi attracts over 1500 delegates from more than 42
countries specifically those in the broadcast industry. This year they have several
new initiatives which will hopefully encourage more overseas delegates to attend as
well as creating greater profits for Sithengi.

Like its counterparts in Rotterdam and Cannes which have prominent film festi-
vals and a market side by side, this year will see “The 1st Sithengi Film Festival,
Cape Town”, (its brand name), which  will run from 9th – 14th November and which
will screen features, short features, animation, and shorts. Unlike the rest of the
market which is directed towards registered market delegates, the film festival, with
tickets available through Computicket, is open to the general public. Sithengi CEO
Michael Auret says, “we want to build film audiences in Cape Town. The films at
the festival will be totally different from those shown at the market”.  Auret also
wants to attract buyers to come and attend the festival as they will realise that
Sithengi provides them with an excellent opportunity to view and acquire not only
world cinema but specifically African films which will premiere at the festival.

A series of workshops intended to improve the quality of children’s programming
in Africa, will be held. “In the Western Cape, kids from a wide range of schools will
watch and attend media workshops which will culminate in a party on Sunday, 10th
November. ‘Edutainment’ will also be considered,” explains Auret. Programmes
such as Scamto Groundbreakers, Talkalani Sesame, Yizo Yizo and Soul Buddyz will
be examined and their ability to inform young viewers about Aids, for example will
be discussed. Participants include Denise Searle from UNICEF New York, Solomon
Luvai, the Director of URTNA Programme Exchange Centre in Nairobi and Layaly
Badr from Egypt.

Three workshops, hosted by the African Script Development Fund, will highlight
African film. “The first one on African narrative and oral traditions will be more
academic in orientation, “ says Auret. Broadcasting policy and film festivals vis-à-
vis Africa will be spoken about in subsequent slots.

Film financing is another topic on the agenda as law firms and other relevant
parties outside of the film industry get together. The British Film Council is also
considering signing a co-production treaty with the South African government. At
the moment they have to form tripartite agreements with Canada, the only country
with whom South Africa has a co-production treaty

The Molweni Film Festival, in partnership with Sithengi, will be taking films on
tour into the broader communities and townships which do not have easy access to
cinemas in their areas.

“We also want to draw attention to films that have come to fruition as a result of
Sithengi. A Tunisian feature film, Bedouin Hacker made by a woman filmmaker,
Nadia el Fani which was pitched at the market in 1997and  was completed this
year,” says Auret with obvious pride. The film will be screened at Sithengi. Once
again the Italian Film Festival will begin after Sithengi, from the 15th to 21st Novem-
ber at the Labia Cinema and there will be a strong Italian presence at the market.

Jennifer Fox, an internationally acclaimed and award winning documentary film-
maker will hold a Master Class in documentary filmmaking. Her last film, Beirut:
The Last Home Movie shot during the war in Lebanon, won seven international
awards. London-based Julian Friedmann, International Literary, Film and Televi-
sion agent and editor of ScriptWriter Magazine will deliver a brutally honest lecture
in which he will analyse why South African movies are not financially successful
and look at scriptwriting in South Africa. Charles Dumas, a visiting Fulbright Pro-
fessor at the University of Stellenbosch, will give a Master Class on Directing
Actors in Film. His film credits include Die Hard With a Vengeance, New Jack City
and Jumping Jack Flash.

The SABC is providing an opportunity for producers to hear from the South
African broadcaster about its future policy with regards to commissioning work
from the independent sector. In another first, Sithengi boasts its own animation
festival. The “Glass Door animation Festival” will showcase all the latest offerings
from South Africa. Films screened at Artscape as part of the market have a decid-
edly international flavour with China becoming more visible. Just a Woman , a
fiction film from China is about a lady who makes her living selling vegetables. She

Overview of the market

Entrance hall

Auditorium

Joel Phiri of Ice Media (L), Victov Mhande of
Malawi TV (R) (Sithengi 2001)
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falls in love with a wealthy man but he does not
notice her. Paper Airplane, a documentary from
China is about the generation born in China during
the Seventies. Other countries with films in the mar-
ket festival include Palestine, Israel and Latin
America. The Resfest Digital Festival is a global
digital film festival.

The line up this year looks more comprehensive,
focussed and well thought out than in previous years.
There is some balance between Africa and the rest
of the world in terms of the panels. The questions
in respect of the role of Sithengi, which takes place
in a developing country that only gained political
independence 8 years ago, are numerous and diverse.
They concern the kind of aesthetic that is being
created in South Africa as well as the type of com-
mitment of Sithengi, in terms of bridging the gap
between the hard core commercial film industry and
nurturing young filmmakers, in particular those from
the historically disadvantaged community.

Auret is a CEO with a sound business head on his
shoulders. Although the film market receives money
from various funding sources including the Lottery,
the National Film and Video Foundation, MNET
and the City of Cape Town, he realises the impor-
tance of self-sustainability. To this end a member-
ship system has been devised with members being
given preference to Sithengi events for which there
is limited participation, such as master classes. Ac-
cess to an international database which will help
local filmmakers market their wares more effectively
throughout the year is also offered to members. In-
deed, Auret describes the website as “a virtual mar-
ket”. A membership special deal is offered at Sithengi
this year from November 2002 – 2003 which works
out at less than R100 (US$9.9) per month.

Auret feels that filmmakers who need to raise
large amounts of money to fund movies should be
able to find R1,000 (US$90.9)the registration price
for locals, to attend Sithengi: international delegates
have to pay R3,000 (US$272.7). Free pitching work-
shops have been held to enable delegates to pitch
their projects clearly. As a delegate you have the
chance to meet producers. These meetings are ar-
ranged by Sithengi. You can place your product in
the library and then screen it to potential buyers.
The fee for this is over and above the R1,000
(US$90.9)  and can cost anything from R25
(US$2.27) to R200 (US$18.18) per screening de-
pending on which film organisations the delegate
belongs to. The 1st Sithengi Directory will be dis-
tributed free of charge to delegates with revenue
garnered from those who advertise in the publica-
tion.

This year at Sithengi there are a lot of firsts. There
seems to be a genuine attempt made to debate issues
that are relevant to film development in Africa. At
the end of the day though as Auret points out
Sithengi is a market and film is about money. At the
conclusion of this Sithengi, questions will be: how
close did Sithengi 2002 come to achieving its objec-
tives and what should those goals be? How much
business is really done at Sithengi and how does the
ratio between overseas products brought by Afri-
can broadcasters compare to that of African prod-
ucts purchased by overseas buyers?  

Taking you by the hand
Conferences and seminars
There is, as usual, a plethora of talkshops to attend. You could in fact spend the entire
event without leaving the main theatre at the Artscape centre. Of the ones being held
our select recommendations for the hot ticket are –
Canadian co-production on Monday 11 th  at 12 am in the
Main Theatre
The signing of the Canadian co-production treaty at Sithengi in 1997 has proved
enormously beneficial for the Sa film industry. Films like Dr. Lucille, Sandmother,
Stander, Proteus and the upcoming documentary series Once We Were Hunters have
all benefited from the treaty. A 15 member Canadian delegation will be attending
Sithengi including  Guy Mayson the Executive Vice-President of the Canadian Film
and Television Producers Association. There is a follow-up to this event with the
Canadian/Sa co-production conference.

Canadian/SA co-production conference
The conference to be held at the Arena theatre on Wednesday 13th at 2pm where
Mayson, Julia Keatley of Telefilm Canada Jan Miller of Strategic Partners Confer-
ence in Canada and Steven Markovitz producer of Canadian/SA co-production Pro-
teus will outline ways that the treaty can be used to drive production, look at case
studies and examine what lessons have been learnt.
African broadcasting conference on Tuesday at 11am in
the Main Theatre
Invited African broadcasters and advisers will be discussing how Broadcasters can
realise Public Service Mandates while remaining commercially viable. They will in-
vestigate what African Broadcasters are paying for programmes and how much they
are paying and what can be done to boost local production. It promises to be a
fascinating overview of Broadcasting policy on the continent.
SABC meets producers on Tuesday in the Main Theatre
at 2pm
This is a three and a half hour session and will inevitably be very exciting and
contentious as all of SABC’s Commissioning Editors, heads of Channels and Strate-
gic planning face the music from filmmakers and explains to them, in turn, their plans
to make commissioning procedures more transparent and attempt to improve and
boost local content.
Producing for the African market on Wednesday at the
Theatre on the Side at 9am
This more intimate session will have a panel discussing production and financing
initiatives in the African market and what the AU and governments are doing to
stimulate the industry by growing audiences. This is followed directly by a panel
discussion on African cinema in the context of new African initiatives, prospects and
challenges that will look at how the creation of the AU and NEPAD will affect
African cinema not only in terms of finance and production but also in terms of
scriptwriting and cinematic styles.
Children’s broadcasting festival & workshops on
Wednesday at the Theatre on the Side at 2pm
A three and a half hour session that will examine as exhaustively as it can the impact
on children of television programming and on how some broadcasters are being suc-
cessful in this arena with very scarce resources. With representatives from UNICEF,
Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Ireland, Italy and Mexico it’ll be a global
presentation looking at the best way forward for producers of programming for the
next generation of viewers.

Film Finance on Wednesday at the Theatre on the
Side from 9am to 5pm
This will be a mammoth talkshop with representatives from the IDC, advisors to UK
banks Barclays and Royal Bank of Scotland, Canadian and Southern African produc-
ers and financiers discussing the complex financial packages and options that are used
to fund films on the continent. Without a doubt a highlight of this year’s Sithengi it
follows on a highly successful conference also hosted by Omega Investments’ British
associates Websters earlier this year
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Seventh Heaven?
The seventh edition of Sithengi Film & TV promises to yield
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Letebele Jones, Shan Moodley, Belinda Walker, Mike
Auret, CEO of Sithengi (Sithengi 2001)

concrete results
By Andrew Worsdale
This year’s Sithengi promises to be more alert to filmmaker’s and broadcaster’s
needs than ever before. With many years down the line it seems that organisers
and delegates alike want to get real value from the event and not walk away
having attended a talk-shop with no real deals being done. That said, with the
South African film industry finally getting out of its doldrums, the active
involvement of the Industrial Development Corporation in film finance and the
government’s acknowledgement of the importance of the film industry as it
ups its disbursements to the National Film & Video Foundation and the Foun-
dation itself scrapping deadline set scenarios for funding, things are finally
looking up.

At last year’s Sithengi, special guest, South African-born, but Hollywood
based, producer/director Jonathan Wacks (Pow-Wow Highway, Repo Man)
said to me, “The Hollywood model is not adaptable to South Africa, indie film
is. You have to tell very specific stories. The big mistake in this country is that
financiers want a C-grade American TV star in a generic horror film that just
won’t make it. It doesn’t mean you make a snot and trane film about how bad
things were in the past, you need to make something specific about what it’s
like living here, right here and now. A guy in a pin stripe suit doesn’t want to
make a movie about a kid growing up in the Transkei. He’s not wrong, but he’s
not right. If the story has a strong emotional hook, and it’s well told it can travel
and succeed internationally.” Although the Southern African feature film in-
dustry is showing signs of movement, until broadcasters (besides M-Net alone)
come firmly on board the production of features, Sithengi will by and large be
more of a television and documentary market than an African Cannes or Mifed.
That said, however, Sithengi has always been most useful as a meeting place for
people working in the film industry in Africa, although mostly centred on
South Africa. The growth of international participants over the years has
meant a possibility to engage producers and commissioning editors around
local conditions and situations. Sithengi doesn’t yet attract enough serious
international buyers or commissioning editors to develop major film projects,
quite often because there are not enough quality projects on offer. But also
because the place to pitch and work on internationally financed projects is
usually where the money is - Europe and North America. Finance from local
sources continues to be a problem for those working in filmmaking in Africa,
which makes international co-productions vital and necessary.

What Sithengi is also doing, is building up working relationships with other
markets and festivals. This cross-continent part-
nership is important for building an understand-
ing of conditions, needs and support. The con-
nection with the Banff festival in Canada is a
good example — starting with a presentation of
Steps For the Future in Marseilles in June 2001,
followed up with Pat Fern’s visit to Sithengi in
November 2001, and resulting in a large pres-
ence of African films and filmmakers in Banff in
June this year. For Sithengi 2002 Banff is send-
ing their delegates here to further the relation-
ship. This helps create solid partnerships across
the world.

Don Edkins of DayZero and producer of the
Steps For the Future project, which had a hugely
successful launch at last year’s event, says, “In
terms of Steps, we presented the idea and project
at Sithengi 2000 to filmmakers from the region
and put out a request for submissions. During
Sithengi 2001 we launched the films as a com-
pleted collection, and screened them to a
filmmaking and public audience. We could show

results from one market to the next, and Sithengi provided a
focal point for this within the filmmaking community.
Through collaboration between Sithengi and Steps we have
been able to bring out a number of commissioning editors and
film professionals to meet with local filmmakers. Sithengi
also provided the opportunity for further networking of Steps
partners, and with filmmakers and professionals from other
areas of the world. New projects and ideas gained genesis
from such contacts, such as the proposed documentary train-
ing project set out by SABC1 in its latest brief. I think that
Sithengi is growing in importance and profile, particularly
for those working in Africa. It offers an opportunity for
workshops on local issues, for projects to be announced, and
for networking. These deal largely with African themes and
issues, for which Sithengi is the right place.”

For this year’s Sithengi, Edkins and Day Zero are hoping
to increase the broadcast and video distribution of Steps films
through the African continent. A number of the films are
versioned in French and Portuguese, and they are busy dub-
bing them into fifteen regional languages.  “We also have an
outreach programme which includes a Facilitators Guide to
the films for people working in distribution and educational
use of media. We would like the market to be a place to
engage with people working in these different aspects of
filmmaking and distribution. There are not enough mecha-
nisms in place yet to make films from Africa available to the
large audiences we have. We would like to see Sithengi as a
place to help create these partnerships and networks,” says
Edkins.

Jane Lipman of Current Affairs Films who directed the
film  Mother to Child as part of the Steps series has also had

Mother to Child
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success at previous Sithengi markets. “Last year I had several screenings of Mother
to Child and got invited to Banff, the year before we sold our film Sol Plaatje to
several international broadcasters. I find the market invaluable.” This year Lipman
will be pitching her new documentary series Once We Were Hunters, based on Paul
Weinberg’s book of the same title which is being co-produced by acclaimed Canadian
Peter Raymont of White Pine Pictures. “It will be reality /cinema verite doccie film
-making in the middle of the forests and the deserts in Southern and Eastern Africa.”
Lipman will be joined by her mother Beata who is busy making a big push to raise the
$3.5million she needs for her feature film The Escape, the story of love across the
colour bar in 1950s Johannesburg set against the backdrop of the stage production of
legendary musical King Kong and the Rivonia Trial. The screenplay by Lipman and
Malcolm Purkey, which has received interest from Miramax, is currently in its 2nd

draft and ready to attract investors.
But it’s still documentaries that form the robust soul of Sithengi. In fact this year’s

festival will be organised by Steven Markovitz and Nodi Murphy of the Encounters
Doccie Festival and will show some of that event’s highlights as well as some new
non-fiction works. (details of the documentaries to be shown were not available as
we went to press) Harriet Gavshon of Curious Pictures, one of the country’s leading
documentary companies says, “I think, unfortunately, the key all over the world is
partnerships, co-productions and co-financing which is why Sithengi is so useful.
You do, of course, have to start off with a mandate to show documentaries - which
would help... and which I think is being formalised now in the new re-structuring
process at SABC. Also money - there is usually no substitute for money and time in
documentary film making - and that is what we as South African film makers don’t
have - so that’s where partnerships come in.”

Kevin Harris whose timely, controversial film Judgement Day about the Israel /
Palestine scenario using the South African experience as a reference point (screening
at this year’s inaugural festival) was a major international co-production which also
benefited from Sithengi. The co-production was between M-NET, Ramattan Studios
in Gaza, Palestine, and facility houses Magus Vision, The Digital Cut & Panorama
Sound in SA, with some NFVF finance.  Harris says there’s a problem in that most
of the films he makes are one-offs and when developing a new project he has to start
from scratch again. In the case of Judgement Day, he says, “M-NET do not have the
capacity to fund a next similar venture. Also there’s concern that the film will not
make money in the current “axis of evil”, “war on terrorism”, “Bush / Blair” senti-
ments era.” Harris is about to launch a drama project Voodoo-Child that he initiated
in 1996. SABC 3 Drama have bought into 4 x 40 minute Episodes and he is currently
shopping the 90 minute feature option - to go into joint production in the first half of
next year.

There will, however, be lots of feature film projects or television dramas floating
around in development or seeking finance. Anant Singh’s Videovision, probably the
country’s most successful feature film producer, will have a stand at this year’s
market. The company, however, is very active in television having produced Who
Wants To be A Millionaire? and Fear Factor. As an extension of its programme to
expand into television production, Singh announced recently that the company will
be producing a new drama series, titled The Res, as a joint venture with Egoli creator
Franz Marx. The series focuses on a once grand house whose owner falls on hard
times who decides to make the house available as a residence for a culturally and
ethnically mixed bunch of twenty-somethings who attend a nearby technikon.  They
dub the house The Res and it soon becomes a hotbed of student issues, agendas,
traumas and love affairs that are characteristically South African.  The series will
become part of the daily offering on SABC2 next year and will be plugged at Sithengi
by both companies and the broadcaster.

Singh also says that the company will be actively seeking out South African film
and television product as well as additional product from the rest of Africa, with a
view to international distribution. The company has, in the past, secured interna-
tional distribution for all the feature films it has produced, as well as for local
acquisitions like Leon Schuster’s  and Athol Fugard’s The Road To Mecca.  Videovision
Entertainment also secured the international rights to Egoli, which it has been selling,
to television channels abroad. “We believe that South African film and television
product have a place in the bouquet of entertainment available internationally. As a
result of our many years of successfully securing international distribution for our
films, we are confident that we can be an asset to local producers and market their
products internationally,” added Singh.

Philip Key of production company Moonlighting, which mainly serves as a facili-
tation company for features and commercials, agrees that Sithengi is vital to the
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A drink in the passage

health of the industry but expresses caution about get-
ting too carried away with the recent interest of the
IDC investing in film, “I have concerns that the IDC
might be disappointed in the returns from the film
industry and withdraw at a point in the future.  The
IDC is only one element of state sponsored assistance
that will ensure a vibrant film industry.  There are a
number of incentives that would prove earnings posi-
tive for all parties that could be introduced.  A good
example of this is a Payroll tax rebate that would cost
the state nothing as it would only return of portion of
otherwise unavailable taxes.” 

David Wicht of Film Afrika, which has also serviced
and co-produced several American features, is upbeat
but equally as cautious about the state of things, “Some
key developments include a far more responsive and
proactive National Film & Video Foundation, and the
ongoing impact of the IDC on our ability to provide
investment finance. Much work still needs to be done
on getting the tax and exchange control authorities to
be supportive of the industry”

Wicht says he senses a renewed vigour and excite-
ment in the industry, “The NFVF have stepped up in
a very proactive way. The IDC remain committed to
film investments. And private investors and banks are
taking the industry seriously again. Television seems
to becoming (slightly) more realistic about what it takes
to make good product. In my view we will see an in-
creasing blur between our role as a facilitator and as a
producer of local films. Promised Land (the acclaimed
debut feature by Jason Xenopolous which will screen
at the Festival and which Wicht produced), for exam-
ple, has sparked huge interest internationally in our
ability to create original local fare for international re-
lease. We’re now getting the question: “What else are
you developing? Can we get involved?” This is a de-
pendent relationship: without the facilitation of inter-
national films we would not have the current massive
investment in crew, skills and facilities. Equally, it would
be much harder to show our talents to the international
sector. It also helps raise the standard of local televi-
sion and films – no longer are we an apartheid island,
and we live or die by international standards. I must
say however that Sithengi has not done much for Film
Afrika in the past. It is, however, a marvellous net-
working opportunity. It would be great if more inter-
national producers were present – it is a fantastic way
of introducing them to the country. This year Film
Afrika will be selling a few small completed films and
we have three great SA films by Danish filmmaker Jon
Bang Carlsen that I would like to release locally.”

 Steven Markovitz of Big World Cinema who has
finally straddled the gap between documentaries and
features with the company’s feature film Proteus, a
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SABC sponsors seven writing
delegates
The South African Broadcasting Corporation is sponsor-
ing 7 writing delegates to go to  Sithengi . The delegates are
being sponsored to the tune of R40 000 (US$3636), ac-
cording to Judi Nwokedi, Managing Director of the Public
Broadcasting Services of the SABC. “We are pleased to be
sponsoring these writers, several of whom come from pre-
viously disadvantaged backgrounds, so they can reap the
full benefit of going to Sithengi,” says Nwokedi. The del-
egates chosen pitched their stories over a series of work-
shops, in an initiative sponsored and supported by the
National Film and Video Foundation (NFVF), The Sithengi
Film Market, The Gauteng Film Office and the South Af-
rican Scriptwriters’ Association (SASWA). The delegates
are: Hajra Omarjee with Asian Tango - feature film;
Mcintosh Nzimande with Thorny Paths have Flowers -
feature film;  Felix Kessel with G3N1S1S - Time of Ma-
chines - 3D Animated TV Series; Janet Van Eeden-Harison
with A Shot at the Big Time - feature film;  Pamela Tancsik
with The Animal’s Conference - an animation TV series;
Rachael Samuels with Almaviva! - feature film; David O
Seletisha with Money-Making Darkies - comedy feature
film.

Deutsche Welle offer Programme
Producers Seminar
It has been announced that the Television Training Centre
of Deutsche Welle will conduct a training seminar “Self-
organisation and Computer File Management for TV Pro-
gramme Producers” in co-operation with Sithengi 2002 in
Cape Town from 4th - 17th  November 2002.  The purpose
of this seminar is to bring programme producers from vari-
ous African TV stations together to exchange ideas on im-
proving the organizational and planning skills of those in-
volved in producing programmes for African television.
The seminar offers a unique opportunity to share their
experience and discuss trends in working methods and tech-
nology with other producers from Africa. 
Contact: http://www.sithengi.co.za

It’s my life

gay drama set on Robben Island during the
1700s directed by Canadian John Greyson and
Cape Town based Jack Lewis says, “I think
Sithengi is coming of age. It is not as ambi-
tious as it was in the beginning,” says
Markovitz, “It is becoming more goal-orien-
tated with prizes and awards and international
delegations seeking co-productions. It is be-
ginning to build on our strengths. We will be
meeting with potential buyers and festival
programmers to brief them on Proteus, we may
even show snippets. As for the documentary
festival it is great to be taking some of the best
films from Encounters to Sithengi as well as
featuring a number of world premieres. This
is hopefully the beginning of a long and fruit-
ful cooperative relationship between En-
counters and Sithengi.” Big World will also

be promoting other films they have made in the last year, including, docu-
mentaries Bread and Water by Toni Strasburg, The Black by Eddie Edwards,
The Perfect Day and It’s My Life  by Brian Tilley. They will also hold
meetings with local and international counterparts to develop our co-pro-
ductions further and will be talking about Proteus as a case study for SA-
Canadian co-productions.

Trendy production company Underdog headed up by Marc Schwinges will
also be highly visible at this year’s event. Schwinges says, “Last year Sithengi
saw promises of substantial foreign involvement, and little has happened in
this area. Last year saw promises by broadcasters (or a complete lack of
interest by some others) that have only partially been realised. It makes no
sense doing a big song and dance at Sithengi and launching a mass of briefs if
only less than half of those briefs ever result in commissions.”

The company has three features in development for completely different
global audiences from “Niche” to “Main Stream”. Underdog also has a slate
of approximately thirty television and cross media projects ranging from
“Documentaries” to “Talk Shows”. The success of their projects, Schwinges
believes, has been to, where appropriate provide the entertainment in mul-
tiple media, and use platforms such as the Internet to allow for a more
direct engagement with the audience, and not just as a marketing exercise
for the program in it’s traditional media.

Schwinges believes there’s a problem working the Market properly be-
cause many delegates register at the last minute (by October 21st only 341
had registered and Sithengi is expecting 1500 delegates or more).  “I know
nothing about the potential yet for this year but know that Mike Auret and
his team are working hard to ensure there is serious value presented at this
years Sithengi; but for us Sithengi has never been a deal maker market. It’s a
meet and greet and is a useful inexpensive way of maintaining international
relationships as well as meeting other producers from SA whom you seldom
meet. We do not feel it has been that successful as a traditional “pitching”
forum,” Schwinges says, “This year we hope to forge new relationships,
strengthen existing ones as well as our profile, and possibly get some interest in
new and existing properties we have. We will be bring exciting feature, docu-
mentary and other television properties, including a new Adult travel/variety
show presented by “world famous” Baroness Coral von Reefenhausen.”  

 At this year’s Market M-Net’s Magicworks headed up by Carl Fischer who
recently announced the channel’s plans to produce 8 tele-movies of the month,
some of which will be released theatrically will be announcing a New Direc-
tions project at Sithengi to celebrate ten years of the initiative. The company
will be screening several New Directions films at the festival including Zola
Maseko’s A Drink in the Passage on opening night and Dumisani Phakathi’s
Waiting for Valdez as well as the Kenyan short Aftermath. The new series,
however, will consist of ten films with M-Net choosing 6 directors and the
NFVF choosing 4. The directors will be given a PD150 camera and told to go
off and make a personalised dramatic film about change in South Africa. The
idea is to give director’s more creative free rein than in the past. Producer
Richard Green, whose company facilitates the New Directions series, will also
be announcing the start of production of a new feature called The Wooden
Camera by Ntshaveni wa Luruli. The film has received R2.5million (US$0.22

million) form the NFVF, R200 000 (US18,180)from British
Screen and R400 000 (US$36,363)from the EEC. “I’m not
sure a whole lot has happened since last years Sithengi in
terms of locally produced films, we somehow have to make
these films stick and build on them. As producers we wander
off to market after market trying to flog our films and souls,”
says Green, “I’m happy though that at last we have managed
to raise the finance for The Wooden Camera its only taken 8
years! I’m hoping that this time we have got it right, an
international script in terms of the writers, a distributor,
Fortissimo and reasonable budget, by SA standards.

Along with a major Canadian delegation, one from Italy
and another from the UK as well as an online virtual market
this year may well prove a turning point for Africa’s premier
Film and Television market. Although like all Markets and
Festivals it’s bound to be hectic, and delegates will be spoiled
for choice it appears that the Sithengi team have taken note
of previous years’ events and are applying a stricter, more
alert approach to giving those who are in Cape Town not
only a good time but a very fruitful one. As the Market
matures and the Industry becomes less bitchy and fragmented
there’s the sign that 2003 may well be a very fruitful one for
filmmakers, broadcasters and by natural extension - the hum-
ble channel-hopping viewer.
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Sithengi 2002 special feature

Festivals and Screenings
Although there will be many screenings in and around the Market including the Molweni Township Film Festival, The Africa Mini-Input
sessions which is two-days of screenings of TV programmes and documentaries from around the world followed by discussions, an Animation
Festival, Resfest the digital celebration as well as the opportunity to have private viewing booths – the full list of available product was not
available at the time of going to press. The first ever ‘proper’ Film Festival which is curated by Letebele Jones has a wide range of South
African Premieres and focuses on films from developing countries - there will be a special spotlight on films from the Durban International Film
Festival, the Zanzibar International Film Festival and it will introduce a special strand of “Encounters” at Sithengi featuring the best World
Cinema documentaries.
Here are our Picks of the fest – check the Festival guide for Venues, Dates and Times

Taxi Para 3/CAB For 3
Chile 2001 90min Dir: Orlando Lubbert
This comic ghetto adventure is a meek but wining story of a balding overweight cabby
who is  commandeered by two ruffians, and is enticed into their world of crime by the
temptation of quick money. However, all is lost when he lying and cheating on his wife
and actually seeks out the thugs to satisfy his taste for the payoff. This is an extremely
witty social commentary on poverty and the kind of desperation that can push an ordi-
nary guy over the edge.

Rabbit - proof fence
Australia/UK 2002 100 min
In 1930s Australia three young girls are taken from their family under a mandatory but racist
government programme because they are of mixed parentage, Aboriginal and white labourers
who work on the titular fence that once bisected the country over 1,500 miles. The film tells
the true story of how the girls trekked across the Outback along the fence pursued by troops
in order to be re-united with their parents. Director Noyce avoids bogging the movie down in
political and race issues and with the help of Christine Olsen’s Award Winning Screenplay
creates an inspirational fable around an amazing true story.

Abouna/ Our Father
Chad/France 2002 85min Dir: Mahamet-Saleh Haroun
A small-scale, carefully paced well-observed study of modern African childhood, tells the
tale of two children in search of their father who walked out on their mother and them
because he was leading a double life. Their search is kindled when they seem to spot him
as an actor in a film showing in their local cinema, setting in motion a chain of events that
leads to them being exiled from their city home to a distant religious school in the country-
side. Director Haroun lets the film’s pace unfold like the unpredictable rhythms of child-
hood: one minute frenzy, the next passivity. Ending on a note of cautious optimism the
movie lingers in the mind long after its over.

Sagkoshi/ Killing Rabids
Iran 2001 142min Dir: Bahram Beyzaie
This highly acclaimed film is a total rarity. It’s a incredibly gripping thriller about a woman
who left her husband thinking he was having an affair who returns after a year only to discover
he’s bankrupt and going to prison for fraud. She sets about trying to raise the funds to pay off
his debts but her attempts at securing finance in the Tehran business community lay her open
to insults, assaults and sexual harassment. A unique insight into a community we know all too
little of, this exposes corruption, deception and betrayal with staggering force.

Atanarjuat/The Fast Runner
Canada 2001 172min Dir: Zacharias Kunuk
The first feature film written, produced, directed and acted by Inuit this is a film of
beauty and magnificence, one that captures the life and culture of the ancient Inuit people
with a blissfulness that makes it seem like a documentary shot 1,000 years ago. It’s a
thriller spun around a simple story of sex and betrayal that makes the movie accessible, as
it shows the viewer a completely foreign world. In the dead of winter, hunters search for
food, underneath the white expanse they live in underground igloos, heated by lamps
burning seal oil. The film tells the story of two brothers, Amaqjuaq (Pakkak Innukshuk),
known for his strength, and Atanarjuat (Natar Ungalaaq), known for his ability to run
fast. They find themselves in a conflict with Oki, a man who by all accounts is possessed
by an evil spirit.   Atanarjuat is in love with a woman who has been promised to Oki from
birth, so the two men fight it out in a fascinating ritual. They take turns hitting each other,
as the whole community sits and watches. That’s how Atanarjuat gets his first wife, but
because it’s legal Atanarjuat gets another, when the sister of Oki seduces him. The film
which was shot on digital video but looks stunning explores the problems of polygamy
within the framework of an action thriller The Fast Runner

Killing Rabids

Our Father

Rabbit-proof fence

CAB for 3
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Promised Land
South Africa 2002 102 min Dir: Jason Xenopolous
Based on the award-winning novel by Karel Schoeman, this eerily evocative and at times
disturbing film follows the falling fortunes of a platteland family and a relative from England
who returns after his mother’s death to settle her affairs. There is a romance, jealousy, betrayal
but above all the real sense that the people in this ‘Promised Land’ are embittered and
intolerant about their status in the New South Africa. Shot with flair and vision it marks a
creative, intelligent and dramatically well-drawn departure for local cinema.

A Drink in the passage
South Africa 2002 29min Zola Maseko
Adapted from a short story by Alan Paton this New Directions film is about a black sculptor
who remembers how and why he had a drink of brandy with a white family during Apartheid.
Personal and political, this highly evocative piece is both subtle and undeniably powerful.

Waiting for Valdez
South Africa 2002 29min Dumisani Phakathi
This beautifully realized tale tells of a young boy who sneaks away from his dying grand-
mother to attend nightly street recitals of movies that his friends have seen at the local
moviehouse. Humorous and touching it’s an eloquent look at life under apartheid – this time
the forced removals – through a child’s eyes.

Ubuntu’s wounds
South Africa 2002 33min Sechaba Morojele
Nominated for an American Student Oscar this intense drama is about an aggrieved ex-activist
living in exile in Los Angeles who by chance runs into the security cop who killed his wife and
was granted amnesty by the TRC and is now living freely in America. The man’s resolute and
cold-blooded plans for revenge slowly fall to pieces. A very interesting and taut look at
retribution and forgiveness, and a stunning debut from new director on the block Morojele.

El Espinazo del Diablo/The devil’s backbone
Mexico/Spain 2001 106 min Dir: Guillermo Del Toro
 Set during the final days of the Spanish Civil War this gripping and exceptionally well-made
horror movie that at times is quite chilling. During the final days of the Spanish Civil War, 10-
year-old Carlos arrives at a school for orphans and becomes fascinated by an undetonated
bomb sticking out of the ground in the middle of the school’s square. He clashes with the other
boys but when he learns about the mysterious disappearance of another boy the night the
bomb dropped things take a sinister turn complete with ghosts, murder and the inevitable loss
of innocence. Adding to the basic ghost story, del Toro infuses the film with subtle political
overtones; each of the characters represents some sort of Civil War faction for example. Subtle
allegories abound in this superbly sophisticated sinister suspenser.

Sithengi 2002 special feature

Sithengi Special Exhibitor review
International distributors at Sithengi
The commercial core of the Sithengi Exhibition hall is represented by international television programme distributors who are at the market to find
broadcasters for global television product, which increasingly includes African product.

German DW TV has a large catalogue of productions made in Germany, but suitable for world markets and available in a diverse range of languages
including Arabic, Russian, French, English, Spanish and, of course, German. These are marketed internationally under the label Transtel. Latest
offerings at Sithengi will be Lady Cop, a police show that makes a departure “from the usual diet of violence in crime series”, science series
Science Workshop, which shows how research can affect our everyday lives, and Classical Masterpieces, with a series designed to commemo-
rate the 175th anniversary of the death of Franz Schubert on 19 November 2003. Global Alert is a thirteen part series of half hour
documentaries on topical subjects such as Rural Exodus, AIDS drugs and patents (with special mention of the recent situation in South
Africa), Water Wars, GM foods and Globalisation. Another half hour documentary deals with Greenhouse earth, and the debate amongst
scientists about whether global warming is a real threat. Sports report is a series of investigative reports, on subjects such as corruption in
boxing. DW TV is also at Sithengi to promote re-broadcast possibilities for its 24hour satellite TV services, including news and current affairs.
The programming is oriented toward German audiences, and is available for re-broadcast free of charge. (www.de-world.de). Recent top rated
USA syndicated sci-fi action shows Andromeda and Mutant X will be offered at Sithengi by Monaco based Daro Film. Other new program-
ming on offer from Daro include Adventure Inc, a 22 part series of one hour Indiana Jones type adventures, and Ocean Star, a thirteen part
boys adventure story. Programming in English language and Portuguese includes 18 Wheels of Fortune, Queen of Swords and Beast Master.
Arabesque movies from USA cable channel BET, featuring Black cast, have already been sold to the SABC. Daro supplies programming to M-
Net, SABC, etv, KBC, KTN, NBC, and a host of other African broadcasters. Says Alet Bensch, territory manager of Africa for Daro “we have
great confidence in the African market, although one of our constraining factors at the moment is local content requirements, which can be as
high as 40 or 70%. (www.daro-films.inc). The BBC’s flagship offerings at Sithengi will be natural history shows such as Wild New World and
The Life of Mammals (the latter of which has already been licensed to M-net for pay TV). Childrens show Ace Lightning was also licensed
at MIPCOM to kids pay channel, K-TV. Computer animation series Walking with beasts and Walking with Dinosaurs are also expected to
sell well at Sithengi. The BBC has a large catalogue of programming and BBC Library sales has specially tailored packages for broadcasters on
a budget. (www.bbc.co.uk)

Daniel Browday in Promised Land

A Drink in the passage

Wainting for Valdez
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Le Rendez vous 2002, French TV Screenings
Jean Moulin: a Hero’s destiny, the most screened programme

French television 2001: programme sales down, co-production and pre-sales increase.

Jean Moulin: a hero’s destiny

Dangerous Liaisons

The slowdown in global trade, consequences of the terror attack of 11 September 2001 and drop in
advertising revenues during 2001, meant that international sales of French TV programmes slowed
in 2001. Foreign sales of French programmes reached Euro126,7 million in 2001, a drop of -2%
from the 2000 figure of Euro129,3 million. This was especially noticed in the fiction genre (Euro22,4
million in 2001 against Euro29,7 million in 2000). This drop is more than compensated for by
increases in pre-sales and co-production deals. 2001 shows double digit growth for international
coproductions and presales (+21,8%) to a total of Euro 208,5 million. For the first time since the
creation of export promotion body TV France International , in 1994, French programme sales
decreased while other inflows increased. The total foreign contribution to the French television
industry was over Euro335 million compared to 300,5 million euros in 2000.  

These were the principal results published in the annual report “International Financial flows in
French television production 2001” conducted by TV France International, INA and the CNC,
presented to the international press on Tuesday 10 September during the Le Rendez Vous Screen-
ings in France. Animation programmes made spectacular progress winning 10% points in the entire
trade structure. They accounted for 44,6% of all the French programmes sales in 2001 (Euro 56.4
million). In coproduction, animation now accounts for more than one half (54% of the financial
flows fron abroad). Western Europe accounts 2 thirds of French programmes sold outside France,
and Germany remains France’s biggest buyer. Figures for the United Kingdom and Ireland are
progressing at the expense of Italy which is falling behind. Number of coproductions is up strongly
mainly with Western Europe and North America.

Africa continues to be declining market for French programme sales, but co-productions rose
dramatically. In 2001, Africa accounted for 2.3% of the total of French programme exports,
continuing the decrease since 1998 (5.9%). Fiction is still the best selling genre in Africa (6.4%)
while the next popular genre sold on the continent is documentary (3.3%), following by animation
(0.6%). Co-productions and presales increased dramatically in Africa to Euro1.1million from Euro
0.3million in 2000.  South Africa is the principal customer for French programme sales and co-
production. The poor sales to other African territories is partly explained by the fact that African
broadcasters can obtain programming from the French government owned Canal France Interna-
tional (CFI), which offers a partnership agreement and a rebroadcast of its programmes to foreign
television. Programmes supplied under these agreements are purchased by CFI as a domestic
customer, and so do not form part of the export figures. The availability of programmes from CFI
means that there is little reason for French programme sellers to market their programmes in many
African territories.

The eighth edition of Le Rendez Vous, French TV Screenings, organised by the trade association
for French producers and distributors, TV France International, brought together from the 9 to
13 September in St Tropez (France), 150 programme acquisition executives, programme direc-
tors and managing directors, representing 103 television channels in 45 countries. This year 673
programmes (80% of which are new) will be presented by 51 French member companies. Buyers
at the event attended a total of 2881 screenings. Of the 7 genres that comprise the video library,
the three most frequently requested were magazines/documentaries (57,5%), TV films/mini
series (17,32%), and animated cartoons /programmes for young people (13,75%). TF1 Interna-
tional (161), France Télévision Distribution (154), and Marathon International (143) had the
highest number of programmes screened. The most frequently viewed programmes were Jean
Moulin: a hero’s destiny by TF1 International (27 screenings), following by the documentary
Dark Side of the Moon (24 screenings) distributed by Point du Jour, the documentary Saddam
Hussein, the Master of Baghdad (22 screenings) distributed by Les Films du Village. At the
fourth place, two programmes received the same amount of screenings (20): the documentary
Up Close and Personal: the War in Afghanistan distributed by Doc en Stock) and the mini
series Dangerous Liaisons distributed by AB International Distribution and TF1 International
where the famous French actress Catherine Deneuve is taking her first steps in television.
Buyers from the following countries that viewed the greatest number of programmes were
Sweden (236), Germany (231), Finland (229), the United Kingdom (211), Canada (205), and
Japan (200).

Le Rendez Vous is a showcase of the programmes from the mainland and has a special
importance because it gives participants direct access to the great diversity of French pro-
grammes. Contrary to the huge market such as Mipcom and Natpe, it enables the participants to
take their time to view the programmes. At the same time, there is no better environment to build
a friendly relationship with the French partners and discuss with them how French programmes
provide an original alternative. Contact: Xavier Chevreau, Xavier@tvfi.com
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MIPCOM 2002
African programming for world distribution
By Russell Honeyman
MIPCOM 2002, the programme market held annually in October,
Cannes, France, externally showed little of financial pressure that is
affecting world television, primarily due to re-evaluation of likely
future performance and asset value. Certainly, the extravagance of
the late 1990’s is gone. But the crowds were there, and the exhibition
space was full. Sales are strong, too, with BBC Worldwide (respon-
sible for marketing the programme output of the BBC), announcing
on the second day (8 October 2002) that they had concluded deals
worth GB£5m (US$7.25m), and estimated that programme licensing
and co-production deals concluded at MIPCOM would total
GP£40m (US$58m). The first two days sales represented 1,000 hours
of programming, with natural history series Wild New World and The
Life of Mammals (David Attenborough’s new ten-part series), top of
sales list. The latter was bought by M-NET South Africa.

The only African exhibition stand was that representing South
Africa, hosted by the National Film & Video Foundation (NFVF).
Most of the product, and producers represented on the stand were
emergent film-makers. Many of the old hands of the South African
production and distribution scene were also at MIPCOM, but they
preferred to do their business away form the stand. As the week
wore on, the situation changed, and the South Africa conference
desks became filled with a broader spectrum of South African pro-
ducers. None-the-less, it was odd to see that the major players of the
South African industry, the SABC, Sasani M-Net and etv, had no
official representation on the stand, nor did any South African dis-
tributor, such as FRU and ICE media. We asked Eddie Mbalo, CEO
of the NFVF about this, he said he was disappointed that the major
players were not to be officially represented on the stand, “since
they were invited”. South Africa still bears the scars of political
struggle. Emergent film-makers are often very vocal, while the estab-
lishment tries to protect its commercial relationships with world
players. In this respect, the NFVF initiative to fund the attendance
of emergent programme makers is a good thing: exposure of
“emergents”, to the huge and competitive MIPCOM market place,
is important exposure to the pressure under which the establishment
operates in. With an effort of will such platforms, including the
South African Sithengi market, can be part of the process of bringing
emergent film makers together with the establishment, while further-
ing the core business of programme production and distribution
(www.nfvf.co.za). South African programming on the South Africa
stand was new, quirky, and sometimes rather too local in subject or
presentation for world markets. But for today’s world of niche TV,

there were plenty of interesting formats
available on the stand. Here is a snap-
shot: Madam and Eve is a sitcom, based
on a successful daily newspaper cartoon
strip, about the employer/employee re-
lationship in a domestic setting in the new
South Africa. Soldiers of the Rock is a
drama by Norman Maake of male affir-
mation set on the South African Gold
mines (www.terraplane.com). Don’t talk
with your mouth full is a thirteen part
African cooking series presented by
Nick Lorentz. Tekweni presented a 10
part African travel show, Legendary
Places (www.travelbug.tv ). There were
some great programmes from etv, some
made by new film makers. No Safe
Place is a story about women and the

Part of the 23 strong South African delgation on the SA
stand at MIPCOM 2002 (courtesy MIPCOM daily)

Eddie Mbalo, CEO of the
NFVF (courtesy
MIPCOM daily)

South Africa judicial system which won the CNN African journalist
of the year award.  Babyfathers is about young fathers. Both were
produced for etv by Fuzebox productions. Kethwi Ngcobo of Fuzebox
was at MIPCOM to promote new story ideas about African identity
(fuzebox@iafrica.com). Programmes from the national broadcaster,
SABC, had a low official profile, but was included among African
programming on sale at the Daro stand. Programme distributor Daro
carries classic SABC TV dramas such as The Sydicate (horse racing),
The Principal (high school drama based on Alan Paton), and The
Great Chase (African treasure hunt in a rickety flying machine), and
natural history documentary series, The Last Edens. Daro also repre-
sents Wildlife Diaries, an independent hit from South African Peter
Marais’. Wildlife Diaries is a “reality TV show with wild animals as
actors”. Narrators give the animals names and follow them in their
daily lives. 17 parts of the 26 part first series have been completed,
and sales have been made to Portugal, Turkey, United Arab Emirates
among others (www.daro-films.inc).  It seems that there is a great deal
of interesting South African programming, but it is difficult to find.
The NFVF promises to launch a website where the programming can
be easily researched. The pilot CD for this website, produced by
Diane Regisford, and shown at MIP was excellent, including short
quicktime previews. Check their website to see if it is available on the
‘net yet (www.nfvf.co.za). Africa’s growing importance as a pro-
gramme market was reflected at MIPCOM. TVAfrica, the two-year
old pan African free-to-air television network (100 million viewers
claimed) was looking for programmes designed to appeal to African
audiences for a series sponsored by the famous brand of beer, Guiness.
Guiness TV is looking for extraordinary stories about people’s work-
ing lives, hobbies and achievements, interviews with people demon-
strating “inner strength” and even TV movies
(graham_cruikshanks@saatchi.co.za ). Acquisition executives from
most African nations were there, with buyers from stations such as
Kenya’s KBC, and South African SABC and M-Net. USA cable TV
channel, BET, has found a new market in South Africa’s SABC for its
series of “Arabesque” movies with all black cast, such as Playing
with Fire starring Vanessa Williams. UK based programme distribu-
tor, VGI, specialises in Africa, and expresses optimism about the
African market. Chris Blackwood, international sales director of VGI
said VGI was acquiring more product, including the catalogue of Cinar,
with programming in English, French and Portuguese for those mar-
kets in Africa. Cinar includes such favourites as the  animation, and
the Adventures of Paddington Bear. VGI has also acquired a package
of Hallmark movies for African distribution, and a package of family
entertainment from Australian Southern Star. email: vgient@aol.com.

Mipcom 2002
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Triggerfish leads animation
industry into a bright future
Well respected stop-mo-
tion animation company
Triggerfish Animation
has been awarded the
largest animation tender
for animation in South Africa, involving all disciplines of animation. This
tender is for the creation and production of the South African version of
Sesame Street called Takalani Sesame. Takalani Sesame is a multi-lingual,
educational children’s programme made up of 104, 26-minute episodes and
will be broadcast on SABC.  Triggerfish is entirely responsible for creating
the style of animation and tonality of this pioneering project, exposing a
truly diverse African style and culture. Triggerfish was first involved in this
project 2 years ago as part of a joint venture,  producing only half of the

animation for the first season.  This  Sesame deal
enabled Triggerfish to pioneer a South African style
of animation where they could employ the rich
cultural resources of South African contemporary
art into the animation. This brought a unique fla-
vour and treatment to the animation screens as
well as ensuring they reached the target audience.
The success of this meant that the pieces are being
shown in 19 different countries educating children
from many different cultures around the world.
Due to the outstanding quality of the work pro-
duced, the professionalism and integrity with which
it was handled, and the timeous delivery, the New
York based clients commissioned Triggerfish to
create and produce animation directly for their in-
ternational and USA domestic programming fur-
thering the South African flavour into an interna-
tional arena. Sesame has proved a success prima-
rily because Triggerfish aims to be an innovator,
rather than an imitator. It is this approach to the
animation that put them in a key position to han-
dle the next commission which was to handle the
largest animation project in South Africa, Takalani
Sesame season two and three.
Contact Gail McQuillan, email
gailmcquillan3@hotmail.com

Two new Africa-content TV programmes
distributed by FRU
On 22 August 2002, Johannesburg based TV programme distributor, Film
Resource Unit (FRU) announced that they would distribute two new televi-
sion programmes on topical African themes. Both programmes were screened
during the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in the
last week of August 2002.

Rehad Desai’s latest film My Land, My Life, overturns conventionally
accepted ideas about Zimbabwe’s political order and brings into brutal focus
the challenges facing it’s fragmented society. Desai lived in Zimbabwe in the
80¹s and once held Mugabe in high esteem. In the film he returns to try and
make sense of the conflict that is rupturing the country. This takes him deep
into strife torn farming area. Footage never seen before shows alleged ‘war
veterans’ revealing who their political masters are.

A Quiet Revolution, is an award-winning 30-minute documentary high-
lighting individuals who have taken action to solve local environmental prob-
lems. The film focuses on case studies from India (‘rainwater harvesting’),
Slovakia (tackling POP pollution) and Kenya (the Green Belt Movement’s
tree planting activities) as well as outlining the key environmental and social
challenges facing our world. It also makes a plea for a reallocation of funds
from military spending to meeting basic human needs.
Contact: Diane Magagane, email: publicity@fru.co.za

From Provence with Love
A new TV series currently being broadcast on the French
channel, France 2, may interest the African channels
During le Rendez Vous 2002
(9-13 September), From Pro-
vence with Love, a new TV
series (13X45’), produced
and distributed by Télé Im-
ages Création, which is cur-
rently broadcast on the
French channel, France 2, has
made its first presentation to
the international market. The
answer has been quite posi-
tive especially with the Rus-
sia, Yugoslavia, Italy and
Spain markets. They hope to
finalise their deals at the
Mipcom 2002. Set in the
heart of the charming French
town of Aix en Provence, From Provence with Love follows
the lives of four dynamic young adults: Prune (a young artist
with a down to earth temper), Emmanuelle (a French teacher),
Simon (a student in Medicine) and Mathieu (the oldest which
works for a start up). The four are inseparable, captivating us
with moments of high and lows as they support one another
through emotional turmoil in love and family relationships.
Each episode is never short of an array of hidden surprises that
add spice to otherwise ordinary situations. As a result, the
tone of the series is delightfully balanced as the camera allows
us to witness their journey first hand, through the eyes of the
characters themselves. The series was shot on digital camera
and Olga Sekulic (Emmanuelle in the series) said “these cam-
eras were part of us, we couldn’t notice them and it was a very
natural way to act”. Contact: mlmontironi@teleimages.com

Distant Horizon and the Asian pictures
Distant Horizon, the international film financing, production
and Distribution Company headed by Anant Singh, continues
to bolster its strong profile in Asia with several recent acquisi-
tions across the map of the Far East. Singh announced in Octo-
ber that the company has acquired remake rights to famed Japa-
nese horror-meister Hideo Nakata’s Don’t Look Up; China Star’s
Hong Kong box office comedy smash hit, La Brassiere; and Ko-
rean  festival favorite, Volcano High, a martial arts comedy that
has been gaining a growing following on the film fest circuit.

MIPCOM 2002 : statistics
Despite a complex world economy, MIPCOM, the interna-
tional content market for TV video, cable and satellite held
from October 7th to 11th, 2002, in Cannes, welcomed a large
number of international TV executives who carried out busi-
ness with a high level of optimism. 10,272 participants (+3.4%
compared to 2001) from 2,721 companies and 90 countries
attended MIPCOM 2002. Last year at the same period 9,943
delegates had attended MIPCOM. Positive signals from the
global industry such as improved advertising revenues in the
US, were reflected at MIPCOM as numerous co-production
and sales agreements were passed and buyers were deter-
mined to view and purchase programmes. The number of
programme buyers saw a significant increase as 2,720 del-
egates from 1,105 companies registered came to Cannes. The
growth was already apparent at MIPCOM Junior on Octo-
ber 5th and 6th with a 19.3% increase in the number of acqui-
sition executives (433 buyers, compared to 363 in 2001).

Pics from the
Takalani Sesame
Workshop
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Review of Black Filmmaker Festival
6-15 September 2002
By Henry Lewes

100 Days

The Black Filmmakers Festival took place in five of London’s smart-
est West End theatres. Cinemas normally given over to American
blockbusters showed black themed films. Normally quiet foyers were
crowded with black people animatedly discussing films in which  key
production members, such as the producer, the director, the techni-
cians or the players, were of African or West Indian origin.

 Some 50 features were shown from 11 countries, which included
Rawanda, Slovenia, Burkina Faso, Guinea, Haiti, Benin, Senegal and
South Africa,  the UK and USA.  There were also a large number of
documentaries and ‘shorts’, reflecting the fact that this festival wel-
comes young and first time filmmakers. In addition there were the
workshops, specially designed to help newcomers.

A noticeable aspect of the ‘shorts’ was humour, whimsy and fan-
tasy. In one a black preacher attempts to converts a white school
master, who is waiting on a railway station platform. He retreats into
the Waiting Room where he enters into discussion with a woman
stockbroker about the morals of her profession. Suddenly the preacher
enters the room, whereupon the woman vanishes. In another a young
black man moves into a flat to find that his co-tenant has mysteri-
ously frozen to death. The young man and the landlady then enter
into a long argument as to whether their priority is to mourn or to
agree the rent!  In a third  a black man orders a ‘virtual’ girl friend by
post. To find the girl he has to wear special goggles which make his
boss, a fierce woman librarian,  appear seductive. The result is ludi-
crous confusion. One other ‘short’, particularly deserving  mention
for its high comedy, portrayed the career of a glamorous black ‘extra’,
who mysteriously acquires the adulation and ‘stretched limo’ of a
star. However,  her preposterously grand manner ends in disaster
when she attempts to snatch an award cup away from the rightful
winner.

The features ranged from civil rights issues through the super-
natural to sparkingly comedy.  10,000 Black Men Named George
(USA, Robert Townsend) dealt with the struggle for decent terms
of employment for the many black men who served as porters on
the trans America railways in the early part of the 20th century.  Le
Prix du Pardon (France/Senegal, Mansour Sora Wade) tells of a
small Senegal fishing village, mysteriously enveloped in mist. No
one dare fish until a young man tackles the spirit and dissipates
the mist, whereupon  his life is threatened by a jealous rival. Bar-

B-Que Peugeot (Benin/France,
Jean Odoutan) tells of Boubaca,
a poor Benin farmer, who buys
a dilapidated Peugeot in order
to become a taxi driver. When
his jalopy collapses he ingen-
iously converts it into a flour
mill but before long this also
breaks down. His desperate
wife now threatens to sell her-
self in the cornfields in order to
feed their two daughters. Un-
defeated, Boubaca adapts the
Peugeot into a roadside barbe-
cue and money begins to flow
in, but with unexpected results.

100 Days (Rwanda/UK Nick
Hughes) is a dramatised re-en-
actment of the Rawandan civil
war and resulting genocide, as

seen through the eyes of one family. Set against the breathtaking
beauty of the countryside it tells its dreadful story with a rare
standard of  compassion and honesty.  Speaking about his film
after the screening Hughes recounted how he assembled a cast and
crew of assistants, many of whom had never been inside a cinema.
All were survivors from the war and 100 had to be persuaded to
return to be filmed in the very church where many of their friends
and relations had died. Hughes, who has been filming in Africa for
over 15 years, felt the experience was cathartic for many, including
himself. His problem now is to find a distributor for a film with no
stars and no happy ending. But he said he felt it worth while if just
a few more people learnt the story.

Son’s Job (UK Jade, D’Cruz) tells of  farmers struggling to
survive on St Vincent.. The destruction of the local banana indus-
try by the US has led many to turn to the cultivation of marijuana,
but in doing this they are in constant danger of having their crops
destroyed by the authorities. Speaking afterwards Jade explained
how life was particularly difficult for Rastas who are regarded as
‘dirty and having no education’. About filming she said ‘It was
hard to make the first contacts, particularly  being a woman.  Also,
if you are white, they think you are American. There is so much
going on between the USA and the West Indies that is not known
about.’

A most important part of the festival were the workshops and
seminars. Among the subjects covered  were ‘editing’, ‘how to
light a set’, ‘improving your acting,’ ‘what sort of material is the
BBC looking for,’ ‘developing content for the web,’ ‘what is a
producer’, and ‘script writing.’  All were hosted by leading mem-
bers of the industry.

On ‘script writing’ the panel of five were able to share some
extraordinarily diverse knowledge. Tim Bevan, of Working Title,
described how they employ 10 script readers. ‘We like to start
with a 3 to 4 page outline for discussion. Development sometimes
continues for up 3 years but after 4 drafts we bring in fresh writ-
ers. One in eight outlines go forward, compared to one in a hundred
in Hollywood.’ Another panel member, a distributor, observed.
‘We’re looking for films that people want to pay to see. So don’t
write for other film makers. Black writers should just write what
they know about, whether it contains black faces or not. Never
forget it’s a business’.

The Producers Forum explained how a good producer must be a
‘translator’. ‘He needs to understand both the creators - the writ-
ers and directors - and  those strange people the high risk inves-
tors. If you really want to understand what this business is about
go to Cannes. You’re not a film maker if you haven’t been to
Cannes.’ After which challenge it must have been a relief for the
young filmmakers to leave the forum and return to looking at films.

Bar-B-Que Peugeot
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SA documentary in finals for Iemmy Awards
South African documentary, City Slickers, has secured a place in the final
round of judging for the International Emmy Awards for excellence in world
television. The announcement was made on 7 October 2002, at MIPCOM
2002. This represents the first time a South African production has made the
finals for the awards, which are organised by the USA National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences (NATAS). The programme is about penguins
struggling to survive in Cape Town, and was selected for the documentary
category. City Slickers (Pelican Pictures/Off the Fence) will compete in this
category against Decision at 18 – Israeli Youths refuse to fight (NHK), Off-
spring (CBC) and Nicholas Winton – the power of good (WIP/Trigon/Chzech
TV/Slovak TV). Commenting on the Awards, CEO George LeClere said that
very few entries were received from Africa, around 10 out of a total of 575
entries. The International Emmies will seek better exposure in Africa over the
coming year, and hope to hold a round of judging in Johannesburg in October
2002. The winners of this 30th International Emmy Awards will be made at a
gala ceremony in New York on November 25 2002, where the 9th International
Childrens’ Day of Broadcasting Award (ICDB) will also be presented in part-
nership with UNICEF. Nigerian Channels TV is one of the four nominees for
the ICBD prize. www.iemmies.tv

Zimbabwe International Film Festival
Filmmakers wowed by local talent 
Friends, family and peers gathered at
the Vistarama on September 8th to
watch the latest crop of short films
from Zimbabwe’s most promising di-
rectors and screenwriters.  The film-
makers who presented their films were
Rumbi Katedza with Danai, Leo Phiri
and Tafadzwa Njovana with Thicker
Than Water, and Norman Madawo
with On Death Bed. Each of these
filmmakers participated in the Short
Film Project (SFP), a four month long
process of competitions and training
workshops culminating in the produc-
tion of these three short films. Estab-
lished last year as a joint project of
the Zimbabwe International Film Fes-
tival Trust (ZIFF) and ICE Films, the
SFP is dedicated to providing oppor-
tunities and experience for Zimba-
bwe’s young filmmakers.

Says Tafadzwa Njovana author and
co-star of Thicker Than Water, re-
garding the Short Film Project Night,
“It was everything I hoped it would be and more.  Being so young and having
just entered the industry for the first time, it was such an emotional and
overwhelming experience.”  Bob Mondello, a senior film critic for America’s
National Public Radio, was particularly impressed with Rumbi Katedza’s film
Danai, calling her interweaving of the dance and film mediums “inspired.”
Xoliswa Sithole, a documentary director from South Africa praised the Short
Film Project participants for their strong visual styles.   Says Zimbabwe Interna-
tional Film Festival Director, Farai Mpfunya, “This year’s Short Film Project
films are a true testament to the temerity and talent of Zimbabwe’s young filmmak-
ers.  We hope that the Short Film Project exhibition will inspire established mem-
bers of Zimbabwe’s film and business communities to also support Short Film
Project graduates by investing in and encouraging their future projects.”

The Short Film Project 2002 was made possible through the sponsorship of
the Royal Netherlands Embassy, HIVOS Foundation, Intermarket Founda-
tion, Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA) and the Embassy of
Israel.  Young filmmakers interested in applying to participate in SFP 2003
should contact the Zimbabwe International Film Festival Trust offices for
further information.
Contact: Farai Mpfunya, zimfilmfest@zol.co.zw

Festival Round Up: call for
entries
International Short Film Festival of
Clermont-Ferrand
The annual International Short Film Festival will take place
in Clermont-Ferrand from 31 January to 8 February 3.  The
15th International Competition is calling for entries and is
open to films on 16 or 35 mm of 40 minutes or less, com-
pleted after 1 January 2001. This year, the festival will for the
second time celebrate and include the digital film. A market
will accompany the festival allowing industry professionals
the facility to view several titles listed in the market catalogue.
Contact: Christian Guinot, email:
c.guinot@clermont-filmfest.com, www.clermont-
filmfest.com 

49th International Short Film
Festival Oberhausen
The International Short Film Festival Oberhausen is invit-
ing filmmakers from all over the world to submit their
shorts, film or video, to its 49th Festival (1-6 May 2003).
The Festival is known for its openness to new  forms and
narrative styles. Approximately 70 titles will be selected
for the International Competition, and 30 to 35 titles each
for the German Competition and the Children’s and Youth
Film Competition. The deadline for submissions is Janu-
ary 15th 2003. Entry forms are available on
www.kurzfilmtage.de
Contact: info@kurzfilmtage.de

In the pipeline
 2nd annual NorthWest Festival of
African Cinema
The second major Northwest Film Festival focusing exclu-
sively on the cinema of Africa will be held this February-
March, 2003.  They plan to host at least one African direc-
tor who will present his/her work. Rakumi Arts, a North-
west non-profit organisation, works to bring African art,
music and film to the region and will be working in conjunc-
tion with the Seattle Art Museum, the Rainier Valley Cul-
tural Centre and the University of Washington Programme
on Africa to bring you this fantastic event! Contact:
filmfest@rakumi.org, www.rakumi.org

 The Pan African Film Festival
The 11th Annual Pan African Film Festival (PAFF) will be
held from 5-17 February 2003 at the Magic Johnson Thea-
tres in  Los Angeles. Established in 1992, PAFF is the
premiere film festival in the United States dedicated to the
exhibition of Black films. Over 40,000 people attend PAFF
annually. Each year PAFF screens over 90 new films from
the United States, Africa, Europe, Canada, the Caribbean,
South America and the South Pacific. PAFF accepts fea-
tures, shorts and documentaries made by or about people
of African descent. Films should depict positive and/or
realistic images and can be of any genre—drama, comedy,
horror, action-adventure, animation, romance, science fic-
tion, experimental, etc. Competition categories are Best
Feature, Best Short, Best Documentary, Jury Award, Au-
dience Favorite, Best Director of a First Feature, and Festi-
val Award. The jury is comprised of Industry professionals.
Contact: info@PAFF.org, www.PAFF.org

Busy on the set of On Death Bed

Actress Marjorie Masukusa and
Director Rumbi Katez on the set of
Danai
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Wildscreen 2002
Asian filmmakers Win Awards
Wildlife films from China and Japan are among
the 17 Panda Award Winners at this year’s
Wildscreen Festival (13-18 October 2002).  Brit-
ish wildlife filmmakers won ten Panda Awards
maintaining their leadership in natural history film
production, the USA won three Pandas and pro-
duction companies from Canada and Norway each
won an Award.  The Wildscreen Trust Award for
Outstanding Achievement was awarded to Brit-
ish cameraman and producer, Hugh Miles, for his
significant global contribution to filmmaking and
conservation.

Wildscreen is the world’s largest wildlife film
festival.  This year more than 350 films were en-
tered from over 30 countries to win just 17 Panda
Awards.  From hippos to ants, from whales to
hawks, the films are painstakingly produced to
raise the viewing public’s awareness of the fragile
co-existence of animals and their habitats.

The Mystery of Yunnan Snub-nosed Monkey
by Wild China Films won the TVE Award, an
award for programme-makers from countries that
do not have a long history of wildlife filmmaking. World of Wonders: My Life as an Ant by
NHK Education, Japan, won the Children’s Award which looks at the best ‘green theme’ for
young viewers. 

The BBC was awarded six Pandas including three, for the recent  The Blue Planet series.  The
‘Introduction’ programme of the series was selected for the WWF Golden Panda Award for the
best film of Wildscreen 2002 and for best Music and The Blue Planet also won the best Series. 

The disturbing Ape Hunters produced by BBC Wales won the One
Planet Award, Lion Battlefield, the Award for Innovation and Igua-
nas - Living Like Dinosaurs for Editing.

Independent filmmakers, Mark Deeble and Victoria Stone (UK)
won two Pandas, Animal Behaviour and Camerawork for Mzima:
Haunt of the River Horse  which reveals new observations about the
life of the hippo.  The best Script was won by US filmmakers DDE
for The Living Edens: Yellowstone - Americas Sacred Wilderness. 
US filmmakers also took the Panda for Natural Neighbours which
explores the relationship between people and animals and here Pale
Male by FL Productions is the name given to a red-tailed hawk living
among the skyscrapers of Manhattan.   The Large Format (IMAX)
Award went to Ocean Oasis by Summerhays. The Newcomers Panda
Award went to Wild Reindeer by Norwegian, Asgeir Helgestad and the
Interactive Award to Zoology Zone by Canadian Reel Girls Media.
Contact: www.wildscreen.org.uk, Hamish MacCall, email:
Hamish.MacCall@wildscreen.org.uk,

Awards

Mzima: Haunt of the River
Horse

Ape Hunters

The Mystery of
Yunnan Snub-nosed
Monkey

Apollo Award winners
announced
The winners of this year’s Apollo Awards
were announced on Saturday 5 October, at
the close of the second Apollo Film Festi-
val in Victoria West. Commenting on the
programme that showcased South African
film for eight days, the panel of adjudica-
tors, led by Paul Cilliers, said that there is
clearly “tremendous talent and potential”
in the South African film industry  and that
the festival had yielded some “definite
gems”.

Cilliers, professor of philosophy at
Stellenbosch University, chaired a  panel
consisting of Darryl Accone, arts writer
and critic; Letebele  Masemola-Jones, vice-
chair of the National Film and Video Foun-
dation; and Mike Dearham, director of the
Film Resource Unit. The panel made no
award for Best Feature Film. “This is a
symptom of the fact that making a feature
film takes time,” the judges said, “and next
year could look quite different.”
Apollo Awards
Best Student Film: Triomfeer by Jan
Hendrik Beetge.
Best African Film: The Ball by the Orlando
Mesquita
Best Short Film: Portrait of a Young Man
Drowning by Teboho Mahlatsi
Best Documentary: Judgement Day by
Kevin Harris.
Special Mention: Children of the Revolu-
tion by Zola Maseko
Adjudicators’ Award: Raya by Zulfah
Otto-Sallies.

Season of film viewing in
Nairobi
The fifth edition of the Africa Cinema Week
ended on the 5 October with awards being
presented to winning audio-visual produc-
tions. Organised by the French Cultural and
Cooperation Centre, Kenya National Film
Association and Kenya Film & Television
Professional Association and held at
Maison Française, this year saw the intro-
duction of non-monetary awards which was
seen as a positive development for the East
African nation’s audio-visual sector.

Kisulisuli, a Kiswahili television series
directed by Kibwana Onguso was awarded
the Best Fiction award with the best tech-
nical quality vote being carried by Heart
and Soul, a social marketing soap spon-
sored by the United Nations.

Dunia ni Mbaya, a Kiswahili documen-
tary on AIDS/HIV messages by Kibaara
Kaugi was declared the best documentary.

The Best Student Film award went to
Mohammed Amin Foundation Television
School, the only media school that had en-
tered its productions for the Africa Cine
Week.

The Stone Awards 2002 celebrates work produced in Athe
shadow of Table Mountain
The Stone Awards 2002, is an initiative of the Western Cape Chapter of the National Television
and Video Association of South Africa (NTVA) that recognises excellence in television, video and
related media programs produced in the Western Cape between 5 October 2001 and 18 October 2002.

For the first time, all video entries will automatically be included in the Sithengi 2002 Product
Library at the Sithengi market, which takes place at the Artscape Theatre Centre in November.

Bronze, Silver and Gold Awards are awarded in 21 categories, ranging from student produc-
tions, documentaries, showreels, animation, arts & entertainment, corporate videos, and social
awareness to broadcast categories such as news/actuality, music videos, youth & children’s
programmes and new media.

In addition to the Gold, Silver or Bronze Stone Awards, Craft Awards will recognise individu-
als who have made a significant contribution to the overall success of a production. It honours
technical and creative achievements in areas such as art direction, cinematography/videography,
editing/ post production, script, soundtrack, original score, and production design.
Contact: infontva@iafrica.com
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Desiree Markgraaff, the South
African producer of the closing
night film, Amandla! A
Revolution in 4-part Harmony,
introduces the film.

Sanjeev Singh of Videovision
Entertainment, the South
African distributors of the Best
Film award-winner Spirited
Away, accepts the award on
behalf of the filmmakers.

French producer Lydie
Diakhate introduces her film
The Pact Bamako

Facing Death…Facing Life wins
second major international award
On 9 September 2002 Facing Death…Facing Life, a South

African documentary directed by Johannesburg-based Ingrid
Gavshon and produced by Gavshon and Sharon Cort, received
further international acclaim when it was awarded the Best
Film prize at the Three Continents Festival of Documentaries
in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The Three Continents Festival of
Documentaries was the first to be held, and documentaries
from Africa, Asia and the Americas (including North America)
were shown. From the 200 entries received, 100 were se-
lected, and the top prize went to this South African film.

Facing Death…Facing Life tells the story of Duma
Kumalo who spent 3 years on death row and was given a stay
of execution, 15 hours before he was due to be hanged for a
murder he did not commit. His experience on death row height-
ened his sense of injustice that he felt growing up under apart-
heid in South Africa.

As he says “facing death is hard, but, facing life after facing
death, is even harder. The film also explores the ideas of jus-
tice, reconciliation and reparations as we meet other members
of The Sharpeville 6 and see them struggling to come to terms
with not only what they went through, but also the financial
and emotional struggle that they still live with today.

The film also won the prestigious Frank Capra Award at
the Washington DC International Independent Film Festival
earlier this year, and in 2001 won two Avanti Awards: for
Best Direction and for Best Photography.
Contact: Angel, email: angel@global.co.za

The 2002 Jameson Audience Award
winners
The 4th Encounters South African International Documen-
tary Festival and Jameson are delighted to announce the 2002
Jameson Audience Award winners:  Best Documentary: War
Photographer (Director: Christian Frei, Switzerland 2001
96min 35mm);  Best South African Documentary: Amandla!
A Revolution In Four Part Harmony (Dir: Lee Hirsch, South
Africa / USA 2001 108min Video).
The Jameson Audience Awards were presented at the clos-
ing ceremony of the Festival at Cinema Nouveau, Rosebank
Johannesburg. Mirjam Asmal, representative of the Swiss
Arts Council - Pro Helvetia accepted  the award for Best
Documentary on behalf of Oscar nominated director Chris-
tian Frei.

The Close Encounters Documentary Laboratory recently
held in Cape Town announced that Simunye SABC 1 have
commissioned 4 one-hour documentaries from the Labora-
tory. These are: Khalo Matabane / Story Of A Beautiful
Country; Catherine Muller / Spandex In Alex; Bearthur
Baker / Weddings & Babies,Transactions & Sex; Mandilake

23rd Durban International Film Festival
The 23rd Durban International Film
Festival concluded with the screening
of the documentary Amandla! A
Revolution in 4-part Harmony. 45 fea-
ture films, 28 documentaries and 23
shorts were screened during the 2-
week event. Festival director Peter
Rorvik pronounced the festival a suc-
cess, citing “a diverse array of high-
quality films, the enriching presence
of local and international filmmakers,
and excellent interest in the workshop
programme, which indicates KZN en-
thusiasm not just for festival cinema
but also for the technical aspects of
filmmaking”.

Award-winners
Best Short Film: Dead Ends directed
by Donovan Marsh
Best Documentary: War Photogra-
pher directed by Christian Frei
Best First Feature: Beneath Clouds
directed by Ivan Sen
Best Supporting Player: Sidede
Onyulo for his performance in No-
where in Africa
Best Actress: Shared between Danielle
Hall (Beneath Clouds) and Everlyn
Sampi (Rabbit-Proof Fence)
Best Actor: Anthony LaPaglia
(Lantana)
Best Cinematography: Grzegorz
Kedzierski for Avalon
Best Screenplay: Andrew Bovell for
Lantana
Best Director: Abolfazl Jalili for
Delbaran
Audience Prize for Best Film: Rab-
bit-Proof Fence
Special Jury Prize to God Is African
Best Film: Spirited Away directed by
Hayao Miyazaki
Contact: email: diff@nu.ac.za
website: http://www.und.ac.za/und/carts/

Mjekula / The Ritual.
Encounters is a Flagship Programme of the European Union’s CWCI Fund.

Encounters is also supported by The Royal Netherlands Embassy, Pro
Helvetia, the British Council, the Jan Vrijman Fund, Swiss Agency for De-
velopment and Cooperation (SDC), Simunye SABC1 and Jameson Whiskey.
Contact: www.encounters.co.za, info@encounters.co.za

Nomination of BBC World in the Hot Bird tm
TV Awards
BBC World, the BBC’s 24-hour international news and information televi-
sion channel, has been nominated in the News category for Best News Chan-
nel in the fifth Hot Bird tm TV Awards 2002. The awards are the industry
‘Oscars’ for the best television channels delivered to homes in Europe, Af-
rica and the Middle East.

Promoted by Eutelsat and by the Eurovisioni festival, sponsored by
Eutelsat, Arianespace and Alenia Spazio, the awards comprise nine catego-
ries including information, documentary and culture.
Contact: www.bbcworld.com/insite
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IBC 2002
Excess satellite capacity, stable financial platforms for future
operations
IBC 2002 TV technology show (Amsterdam,12-17 September 2002) showed that convergence has arrived, and the competitive global
conditions are making it easier than ever for new, and local, television services to access the global information stream. Russell
Honeyman was at the event and made this report.

The chairman of IBC said that bookings had been late in coming, but
they did materialise, and IBC’s huge exhibition hall complex at Am-
sterdam’s RAI conference centre was full. It was a case of “market or
die”, with many participants still to adjusting to the lower than ex-
pected revenues in the electronic media industry, experienced over the
last two years. Avid was one of the few regulars who didn’t make it to
IBC. Others have made substantial reductions to their expenditure, so
sales are especially competitive. But where these adjustments have
been made, say for example in the satellite transmission industry,
they seem to have resulted in stable financial platforms for future
operations.

Excess capacity in satellite
The competitive market requires sustained investment, resulting in
over capacity in the satellite industry. The satellite signal providers
for Africa, such as PanAmSat, New Skies and Intelsat launched new
satellites for Africa over the last two years, and have transponder
space free. Africa is an exciting market because the demand for deliv-
ering regional and global services seems to be reaching maturity. Chan-
nels such as Nigerian Minaj were at IBC, looking for a way to re-
launch their service to subscribers in European capitals such as Lon-
don. The Minaj service on BSkyB was recently suspended, but be-
fore that had almost 9,000 subscribers, mostly among Nigerians living
in Europe who were prepared to pay the Euro12 monthly subscrip-
tion to stay in contact with their TV service from back home. More
cost effective delivery methods are being sought. Numerous national
channels in Africa are demanding regional or global delivery on satel-
lite. There is still a learning process going on here, following some
abortive leases of satellite space. To this end, Intelsat hosted a meet-
ing of 125 African broadcasters in Senegal in earlier this year, and will
host a series of meetings in its African roadshow (Nigeria, South
Africa, Mauritius) in November. Intelsat’s “GlobalConnex Solutions”
uses strategically located teleports to provide a user-friendly inter-
face for users of satellite services for video, voice and data, and can
also provide “last-mile” service” for those wishing to make interna-
tional transmissions.  www.intelsat.com , sales@intelsat.com

Niche markets in Africa
Many niche channels have audiences in Africa, such as the German
language premium bouquet Deukom, carried on the MultiChoice plat-
form. MultiChoice is the most effective satellite TV platform in Af-
rica, with 1.3m million subscriber dishes on the continent. It has a
reputation for being fussy about what channels it will carry.
MultiChoice’s 52 channel, digital multichannel service is under pres-
sure to carry national terrestrial channels in the territories where it
sells its subscriptions, as in the case of Zimbabwe, as a part of its
license conditions for providing a pay TV service there. MultiChoice
is transmitted on PanAmSat PAS 10 and PAS 7, so these satellites are
effectively“hotbirds” for DTH satellite services especially in south-
ern Africa. PanAmSat is providing value-added services such Video
on Demand and Store Forward, and has partnered with BT to provide
improved occasional use services. PanAmSat announced financial re-
sults at IBC, which show that the group is now attaining its financial
targets, following the downward adjustments of last year
www.panamsat.com, email: sales@panamsat.com .

New Skies Satellite new satellite, NSS7, has also become a hot bird
for TV and Internet in Africa. NSS7 has an excellent Ku-band foot-

print over West Africa for DTH television, and carries the French
language bouquet, Le Sat. NSS7 Ku-band footprint over southern
Africa is a little less high powered, and is ideal for professional video
and Internet. New customers include BT Nigeria, and television con-
tent providers Globecast, which uplinks news stories to agencies and
broadcasters worldwide from South Africa. South African signal pro-
vider, Sentech uses NSS7 for carrier service monitoring. NewSkies is
also improving access to its services through the “Global Communi-
cators Club”, which can advise in matters ranging from regulatory
issues to sales and marketing. Sales managers for Africa, Jean Pierre
Kabanda and Martin Brasg, provide a specialised advisory service for
African broadcasters. New Skies offers an independent, user-friendly
satellite service, with global connectivity through media gateways in
Europe (Kingston Inmedia), North America and Middle East. Key
markets for video services, such as USA, are also being served by
fibre optic connections, provided New Skies partners
www.newskies.com, email: marketing@newskies.com .

Interactive and broadband video services
The IBC exhibition featured interactive and broadband video services.
Terrestrial is still the way that most people watch TV, but, in devel-
oped countries, most content providers are broadcasting their prod-
uct in digital formats which are, or will be soon, part of interactive
services. The BBC has played a leading role in this transformation,
and is actively promoting audience transition to digital services in the
UK. BBC expertise can be bought by world broadcasters, from the
BBC Technology group, www.bbctechnology.com.

  Even where audiences watch terrestrial TV, maybe because they
don’t want to be interactive while relaxing in front of TV, these audi-
ences are also acquiring interactive terminals in the form of home
computers, with broadband access. Such terminals now have interac-
tive access to most of the digital television services in the world, as
well as interactive access to video on demand and Internet. The battle
is on between suppliers of technology in two main areas: packaging
the video/data streams for transmission, and decoding these streams
in the consumer’s home. Philips focussed its activities on digital set-
top boxes for reception of convergent services through terrestrial,
satellite and cable delivery systems, using MHP (Multimedia Home
Platform format). Philips says the MHP will become a gateway for
convergent services into people’s homes regardless of delivery meth-
ods, www.digitalnetworks.philips.com.

Thomson Multimedia Broadband Access Products (BAPS) offered
end-to-end digital content delivery solutions for broadcasters, with a
variety of reception devices for receiving cable, satellite and terrestrial
services www@thomson-multimedia.com . In partnership with Alcatel,
Thomson has also developed Nextream, a system for encoding and
managing digital television and data streams. At IBC2002, a Nextream
headend was ordered by MultiChoice for handling its African
multichannel service. www.nextream-online.com

The technology suppliers are perhaps more flexible than in the
past, with companies changing their service identities from “technol-
ogy suppliers” to “broadcast solution providers”. This is a great serv-
ice approach that encourages customers to venture into new markets.
Tandberg, manufacturers of broadcast signal encoding and multiplexing
technology, now provides an advisory service for new entrants in to
the game of handling global television services, Tandberg Television.
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Training

They provide a complete service from a television service idea, through feasi-
bility studies to technical backup on a continuing basis. www.tandbergtv.com .

On-Air Systems, a provider of studio and on-air playout technology, is now
providing playout services from its Media Centre in London, which basically
means packaging and digital broadcasting of your television channel for you
www.on-airsystems.com . Nagavision, a supplier of conditional access sys-
tems, has supplied pay TV encryption and decoding technology to South
African Sentech, which launched the digital satellite TV platform, VIVID:
www.nagravision.com

Studio and image capture
Connectivity was the theme in on studio and image capture. The Sony stand
layout itself reflected the interactive theme. Gone were the cloistered upstairs
conference rooms, replaced by open plan exhibits and conference nooks. David
Bush, Director of Media, Sony Business Europe, said “The value to the con-
sumer of what we call Anycast hasn’t really changed over the last roller coaster
couple of years. In fact, there’s a lot of evidence to show that consumer expec-
tations are now running ahead of what broadcasters and other service providers
can actually deliver. Sony’s really in the business, together with many partners,
of providing solutions rather than being a simple box supplier or product
supplier. In recent years we’ve taken on a whole remit of professional services,
from consultancy through to systems architecture, project management, train-
ing and service. Sony has long had a track record as a systems integrator, for
example over a hundred turnkey OB solutions in the European marketplace
alone”.

Sony product highlights included the European launch of the MXF e-VTR,
“a clear bridge from the synchronous AV world into the file-based IT world” of
the future, and a new high definition camcorder and VTR range, which provide
a minimum cost opportunity to utilise HDCAM for TV drama applications.
New offerings in the DVCAM line-up include the DSR-PD150P digital
camcorder, a budget camera which was developed for business use and designed
to professional specifications www.sonybiz.net

. There were hundreds of innovations for studio and image capture. Some of
those which caught our eye included: LinkXP a lightweight, low power trans-
mitter for attachment to TV cameras, which make it possible to make live
broadcasts from a TV camera. It is wireless system built around a low delay
MPEG encoder, so editors can synchronise different feeds easily. The technol-
ogy is expected to revolutionise live sports coverage www.linkres.co.uk .

 Thompson Grass Valley also offers a digital wireless camera solution, among
a complete range of digital studio and routing equipment
 www.thomsongrassvalley.com
New virtual studio solutions included Kaydara ONLINE 3.5, which was pur-
chased at IBC 2002 by Radio Canada Television, for integrating animation with
live TV games shows. Email: info@kayadara.com
 www.kayadara.com

The excess capacity, and operational restructuring, that has taken place in the
global communications industry following two years of recession, does provide
opportunities for new television services. For African broadcasters with an eye
to regional and global markets, now is the time to seek new relationships with
the suppliers of communications technology.

Technology

Don�t miss your wake-up call
Keep up-to-date with developments in the business of the African

moving image:
subscribe to Africa Film & TV

weekly email newsletter “Africa Film & TV NewsFlash”
quarterly print review and analysis “Africa Film & TV magazine”

annual print directory “Africa Film & TV yearbook/directory”
Find 4,500 contact names plus the latest news on our website.

For all these services, visit our website:

www.africafilmtv.com

Durban Training for careers in
Media and Communication
In August 2002, Natal University (Durban) announced a
new degree programme, Culture, Communication and Media
Studies (CCMS) to start in 2003, at both under- and post-
graduate levels. “New media now drives many sectors of
all kinds of  industry, and require technical skills, theoreti-
cal knowledge and intercultural expertise far beyond what
was needed only a decade ago. The CCMS Programme
aims to produce informed researchers, creative business
strategists and strategic thinkers rather than media techni-
cians”. The CCMS course is headed by Professor Keyan
Tomaselli, who has consulted for UNESCO, Dept of
Health, and the National Research Foundation. He co-
wrote the Film White Paper and the DACST Film Strat-
egy Document, and has published scores of books and
articles on media, cinema and cultural studies.
Contact email: Tomasell@nu.ac.za

New Media Production course at
De Montfort University
From September 2003, De Montfort University in Leices-
ter will be running an innovative Media Production degree
course. The outstanding feature of the course is the use of
the BBC’s state-of-the-art training and development stu-
dio facilities at Wood Norton in Worcestershire.

“Our use of this internationally-recognised centre of
excellence gives all of our students extensive hands-on stu-
dio experience. This is unrivalled by any other university
degree course,” says Martin Hargreaves, Course Leader.

“Rapid developments in high-tech electronics have meant
that there has been an explosion of growth in the media
industries. “In particular, the application of digital tech-
nology has led to a proliferation of digital radio and televi-
sion services and web-distributed audiovisual media,” he
said. The BSc (Hons) Media Production course offers stu-
dents both the practical skills and the theoretical founda-
tions that students need to assume leadership roles as
designers, producers and critical analysts of digital media.

The course aims to establish new standards for profes-
sional education in information design and production and
to raise the level of professional and creative practice in
the media industries.

It will provide extensive hands-on practice, together with
an understanding of the technical principles that will guide
its graduates over the course of their careers in a rapidly
changing technical environment.
Contact: Martin Hargreaves, email:
mha@dmu.ac.uk, news@dmu.ac.uk

Zimbabwe: government film school
completed
According to an article published in the Zimbabwean news-
paper, The Daily News (11 October 2002), the govern-
ment has completed the construction of a film and video
school in Avondale (Harare) to train film and video pro-
fessionals in the country and the region, in order to im-
prove the quality of productions.

The permanent secretary in the department of Informa-
tion and Publicity, George Charamba said to the Daily
News “the first phase of the construction has been suc-
cessfully completed and the second phase, to equip the
school which will be carried out by the UNESCO, is to be
completed in June 2003”.
Source Daily News 11/10/2002
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